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NEOGA, Ill. (AP) — Only a pile of
rubble remains where a tornado ripped
through this lakeside community,
killing five people and injuring another
50. A two-by-four driven like a nail into
the side of a mobile home attests to the
storm's violence.
In the path of tfie tornado, itself,
there was nothing left standing," said
Mark Busekrus, Coles County
emergency services coordinator.
"Everything in the path was reduced to
rubble. No walls. Nothing."
A twister touched down at 1 p.m.
Sunday, demolishing dozens of homes
on the western side of Lake Mattoon in
east central Illinois and splitting
buildings on the eastern shore.
Summer cottages were flattened,
mobile homes blown from their
pedestals and hurled into the lake.
About 50 homes were destroyed.
Boats were swamped and
overturned. Trees, telephone poles and
power lines were smashed.
See TORNADO,
Page 14, Column 5
GARDEN PARTY—"The Roar of the Grease Paint" garden party was held Sunday on the lawn of Oakhurst at Murray
State. The garden party officially kicked off the Community Theatre's first annual membership drive. From left a, e guests,
Mrs. Oneida Boyd, Max Hurt, Mrs. Lochie Hart, and Mrs. Margaret Trevathan.
Local Economy
Gains Strength
Calloway County's economy picked
up momentum in the past year,
according to a national survey of
business activity, just released.
The added strength, evidenced by the
volume of business done by local retail
stores, reflected a relatively high level
of income and freer spending attitude
on the part of consumers.
The facts and figures bearing this out
are based upon a nationwide survey
prepared and released by the
Marketing Economics Institute here.
Its copyrighted report gives
comparable data on income and
spending Tor communities in all parts of
the country.
The business picture in Calloway
County reflects the strong purchasing
power of the local population. With a
considerable amount of spendable
money at their command, in the form of
disposable income and a backlog of
Community Theatre Membership Drive ToOne Injured In
Accident Saturday
• hfOne person was injured in a one- Get Underway With Canvass Tonig
•
vehicle accident here Saturday,
according to Murray City Police.
Candy Hargis, 18, was transferred to
Paducah for treatment of a fractured
arm after being injured in the accident.
Police said a car driven by Mike
Adams, Riviera Courts, was going west
on Main, when a car pulled out of North
18th Street. The Adams car reportedly
went out of control, striking a utility
pole.
Police reported that Adams was cited
for no operator's license in connection
with the incident.
The Community Theatre's first
annual membership drive will get
underway tonight with a city-wide door-
to-door canvass of the local
neighborhood.
The canvass will begin at 5:30 p. m.
and conclude at 8:30 p. m. The
organization's junior members will be
helping in this effort under the direction
of the general membership.
A spokesman for the theatre
organization said, "Our members will
be wearing name tags and will have our
membership packets and brochures as
a means of identification.
For the benefit of the local residents,
here is a list of the members that will be
canvassing tonight:
Margaret Porter, Brian Thacker,
Carl and Sarah Hussung, Jane Prince,
Betty and Daughty Hassell, Johnny
Cannon, Frances Denham, Ellen
Spencer, DeAnn Umar, Richard
Valentine, Emma Sue Hutson, Libby
REGISTRATION BEGINS—Registration began today at Carter and Robertson Elementary Schools. School will be in
session on a half-day basis Tuesday and Wednesday, and will begin operating on a full-day basis on Thursday, according
to Principal Mary Ryan.
inside today
One Section — 14 Pages
Drop by drop, coffee prices have started coming down. .
Supermarkets say sales of the brew are gradually picking
up again, although consumers still seem reluctant to ouy.
See the story on Page 14.
At least seven persons died in weekend traffic accidents
on Kentucky highways, state police have reported. See
that story on Page 14.
thunderstorms
A chance of thunderstorms
today. Highs in the low to mid 80s.
Variable cloudiness with a slight
chance of showers or
thundershowers tonight and
Tuesday. Lows tonight in the low
to mid 60s. Highs Tuesday in the
low 80s. Precipitation chances 40




























Hart, Margaret Trevathan, Clegg
Austin, Cindy AStihy, Micki and Bill
Phillips, Mary and Larry Bartlett,
Leesha Hazel, Margaret Franklin, Ron
and Elli Christopher, Betty and Gary
Brockway, and Bettye Baker.
Junior members include: Karen
Dale, Stacie Baker, Rebbie and Greer
Houston, Janet and Sandra and Sharon
Whaley, Jerry Broach, Mark Hussung,
Eric Miller, Starr Covey, Billy Phillips,
Lisa Russell, Janet Applegate, Karen
Henning, Dana Morton, Jeffrey
,Garrott, John Hassell, Billie Bartell,
'Caroline Conley, Jeanna Cooper, Karen
Edwards,
Page Bailey, Tammy Feltzer, John
Taylor, Hugh Houston, Brad Newsome,
Leila Umar, Dean Hainsworth,
Whitney Taylor, Talise and Wacy
Harrington, Leslie Franklin, Alison
Wallace, Kim Starks, Kevin Vaughn,
Marcia Grimes, Laura Pitts, Julie
Sams, Brian Doyle, Heather Doyle, Lee
Bryan, Amy Carman, Marianne
Duvall, Elizabeth Whitmer, Johnna
Brandon, Laura Colson, Denise Dycus,
Doug Moore, Ty Prince,
Lynne Beatty, Ben Moore, Tonya
Pridemore, Cathy McHugh, William
Smith, Amy Spencer, Mark Austin,
Charles Vella, Brent Priddy, Steve
Baker, Ashby Barnes, Angie Hamilton
and Jennifer', Hamilton, Amanda
Hammock, Lee Ann Babb, Ross Bolen,
Don and Becky Brock, Robyn and
Rhaygen Burke, Tammy Holland, and
Mary Morris.
"We are promoting this cultural
endeavor for the benefit of the
community and there are several
membership categories available," the
spokesman said. "These include:
"Active Charter Membership, age 18
and up at a cost of $5 per person and will
enable the member to receive the
Theatre publication, serve on any
committee, and attend the educational
projects with the extent of activity in
danisycreptihaon:se left to the member's
Registration Begins Today At
Carter And Robertson Schools
Registration began at Carter and
Robertson Elementary Schools today.
according to Principal Mary Ryan.
These schools will. be in session
Tuesday and Wednesday for one-half
day each day. Carter School's schedule
will run from 8:05 to 11 a. m., with
kindergarten classes in session from
8:05 to 9:15 a. m. for the morning
groups and from 9:45 toll a. m. for the
afternoon group.
Robertson's schedule for these half
days will run from 8:35 to 11:30 a. m..
with kindergarten classes in session
from 8:35 to 9:45 for the morning group
and from 10:15 to 11:30 a. m. for th,
aft&noon group.
Buses will run the special schedule
for these days.
Thursday and Friday, both schools
will run a regular full4lay schedule
with lunches served, Carter will begin
at 8:05 a. m. with classes dismissed at
2:25 p. m. The morning session of
kindergarten wt3 run from 8:05 until
10:35 a. m. and the afternoon session
from 11:45-a. m. to 2:15 p. m.
p rtobertson,'.6..ii -11 dbris begin at
8:35 with classes dismissed at 2:50 p. m.
The morning group in kindergarten will
begin at 8:35 a. m. and dismiss at 11:05
a. m.. The afternoon kindergarten
session will run from 12:15 to 2:45 p. m.
Buses will run the regular schedule
beginning Thursday.
Monday, Sept. 5 will be observed as
the Labor Day Holiday, with classes




The Murray Planning Commission
will meet Tuesday at seven p. m.,
according to City Planner Steve Zea.
The only item on the agenda will be a
public hearing on the rezoning of 12th
Street between Sycamore and
Chestnut. Plans call for that area to be
rezoned to B-4, limited business.
The meeting will be held in the
council chambers, on the second floor
of the Murray tity $11W
"Junior Charter Membership, age 8
to 17 at a cost of $1 per person, which
enables the member to receive the
same benefits as Active Charter
Membership.
"There are also several categories of
sponsoring memberships. These
categories include:
'Curtain Raisers - $25-$49,
Entertainers - $50-$99, Directors - $100-
$499, Producers - $500 and up. "These
contributors receive the 'Callboard,'
charter membership, tax deduction,
and public recognition of their
exceptional support in the form of
programs and other forms of publicity.
"If, however, anyone wishes to
support this project and does not have
the time to be actively involved, we
welcome your financial support of any
amount," the spokesman added.
"Having been created in the early
part of this year, the general purpose of
this group is to promote the
appreciation of literature and fine arts
through the medium of formal theatre,
creative dramatics, and other art
expression, and to foster interest
among the children and adults of the
community in all branches of good
theatre and arts," the spokesman
pointed out.
The Kentucky Arts Commission has
just recently announced its plans to
award the theatre group a matching
funds incentive grant. This grant will
enable all monies collected during the
membership drive to be matched on a
dollar for dollar basis. Therefore, the
contributor would be doubling their
contribution, the spokesman said.
"Despite its short history, the
Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre has made progress toward
reaching its diversified goals," the
spokesman added. The funds secured
during membership week will help
establish the Theatre as a solvent
educational and cultural institution.
"Your support during this
membership drive and especially
during tonight's city-wide canvass will
be greatly appreciated," the
spokesman said.
savings, most families were able to
spend more than before.
The survey shows that disposable
income in the year, after deduction for
personal taxes, amounted to
$118,585,000, as against the prior year's
$110,037,00.
This was equivalent, in terms of the
individual family, to a net of $11,402 per
local household. The year before it
averaged out to $10,788 per household.
With the nation clearly out of the
recession, with inflation under better
control and with business again on the
upswing, people generally were in a
more optimistic mood.
Consequently, instead of holding back
on discretionary spending and putting „
much of their available cash into
savings, as they had been doing for
some time, they returned to the
marketplace, ready to buy the cars, the
dishwashers, refrigerators and other
big-ticket items they had been wanting.
As a result, the year was a good one
for most retail merchants in Calloway
County. They chalked up a sales
volume of $92,686,000, topping the
previous year's $89,666,000.
Although there is some concern that
the inflation rate might zoom up again,
resulting in a slowdown in consumer
spending, the general consensus among
economists is that the economy will





FRANKFORT, Ky. . ( AP) — The
theme of the Kentucky Education
Association's latest annual report is
that Kentucky is trying harder to
support its schools—but can do better.
"Significant improvements" have
been made recently in support of public
schools, it said.
But the organization, representing
about 30,000 teachers, says Kentucky
has made less effort to do so than some
poorer states.
In its latest annual report, "How
Kentucky Ranks," the KEA said all six
states with lower per capita incomes
than Kentucky have put a greater per
cent of personal income into backing of
education.
It said they are Maine, New Mexico,
Alabama, Arkansas, South Carolina
and Mississippi.
Charles Whaley, the KEA public
relations and research director, said
the latest information shows
Kentuckians put 4.1 per cent of their
personal income into local and state
school funds compared with a national
figure of 5 per cent.
He said that if Kentucky matched the
U.S. average effort, an extra $166.4
million would be available for the
state's public schools.
The KEA said that for the past school
year the estimated current expenditure
for each Kentucky pupil in average
daily attendance was $1,155 from state,
local and federal funds.
Whaley said this lifts Kentucky to
43rd place in the nation— it had been
49th at the time of the last annual
report.
See KEA,
Page 14, Column 5
NEW TEACHERS—Three new teachers have been added to the staff of theMurray Vocational Center. From right are Don Darden, distributive educationteacher Mrs. Nancy Thurman Dill, distributive education teacher; and JohnnieStockdale, teacher of agriculture for the Calloway County Adult and YoungFarmer program. Mrs. Dill is a graduate of Murray High School and MurrayState University, and is the daughter of Mrs. Howell Thurman and the late Mr.Thurman of Murray. Darden is a graduate of Western State University andMurray State University. Stockdale is a graduate of Calloway County High443194it anthiurray State University.
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To Mr. Jackson At Memoria
The sanctuary of the
Memorial Baptist Church of
Murray. aglow with lighted
tapers. was the setting of the
marriage ceremony uniting
Miss Diane Stow and James
R. Jackson. The Rev. Jerrell
G. White performed the
double ring ceremony on
Saturday. July 23, at eight
• p.m.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Stow of
Palmersville. A Tn. The
groom's parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Jackson of Murray.
Mrs. Evelyn Blackstone of
Dresden. Tn., registered the
guests. She was attired in a
yellow floral .organza floor
length gowriand wore a yellow
carnation 'corsage. The
register table was covered
with a floor length white satin
cloth overlaid with white lace
and accented with a large
white mum and ribbon.
The ushers, Bob Newcomb
of Puryear. Tn., and Jesse
Arnold of Murray, lighted the
'candles. Prior to and during
the ceremony a program of
, music was presented by Mrs.
Benita Schwab, organist, of
Murray, and Mrs.. Lou Ella
Allen, pianist, of South Fulton,
In.
• Vows were exchanged
before a brass arch can-
delabrum holding white
wedding tapers. Flanking the
arch were two brass tree
candelabra also holding white
tapers and adorned with




The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father and
presented in marriage by her
parents. She wore a formal
• gown of bridal white dotted
swiss organza and Venise
lace. The "gown featured an
empire bodice accented with
lace, tiny seed pearls, and
crystals. The Victorian
- neckline and deep cuffed
Bishop sleeves were etched in
lace. The circular skirt was
enhanced with a deep ruffle
and chapel length train.
She wore a Queen Anne
headpiece. holding a fingertip
veil of silk illusion. The bride
carried a cascade • bouquet of
-yellow roses, yellow baby
:mums, white daisies, baby's
_breath, and ivy.
Miss Vickie Collins of
.-Dresden, Tn., was the bride's'
honor attendant. She was
attired in a floor length gown
of yellow voile featuring an
empire waist and long deep
cuffed sleeves. Both the
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Jackson
bodice and the cuffs were
enhanced with white lace. She
carried a bouquet of yellow
carnations, daisies, and
baby's breath.
The flower girl was Miss
Tina Jackson, niece of the..
groom. She wore a white voile
floor length gown with
multicolor flowers. It featured
a yellow ribbon sash. She
carried a basket of yellow
daisies.
Both Miss Collins and Miss
Jackson wore yellow daisies
and baby's breath in their
hair.
Steve Brandon of Murray
served his cousin as best man.
The groom and his attendant
were. attired in forrest green
tuxedoes with mint green
shirts and forrest green bow
ties.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Stow chose a street
lengtb gown of seafoam green
polyester knit, featuring long
xleeves and a cowl neckline.
She wore white accessories
and a shoulder corsage of
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The mother of the groom
was attired in a street length
gown of turquoise, blue
polyester knit which featured
an accordion pleated skirt and
matching jacket. She wore
bone accessories and a
shoulder corsage of yellow
roses and white daisies.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony the bridal couple
was honored with a reception
in the church fellowship hall
with the hosts being the
bride's parents.
The bride's table was
draped in a floor length cloth
of yellow satin and overlaid
with white lace. The table was
centered with an arrangement
of white mums, baby's breath,
greenery flanked on either
side by a triple silver can-
delabrum holding white
tapers.
The stately white wedding
cake supported by Grecian
columns stood atop a fountain
surrounded by greenery,
cherubs, and wedding bells.
The cake was garnished with
frosted yellow roses and
topped by a traditional
miniature bride and groom
statuette. Silver appointments
were used on the table.
Those serving at the
reception included Mrs. Nellie
Jo Roberts, Murray, sister of
the groom, Mrs. Nancy Mc-
Clure, ,Palmersville, Tn.,
cousin of the bride, and Mrs.
Wanda Thompson of
Cassville, Ga.
After the reception the
couple opened their wedding
gifts before leaving on their
wedding trip to the Great
Smoky Mountains.
For tiiveling the . bride
chose a two piece green knit
ensemble with white ac-
cessories. She wore a corsage
of yellow roses from her bridal
bouquet.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Jackson are now at home at
1101 Story Avenue, Murray.
Out of town guests included:
Bob Newcomb, Puryear, Tn.;
Mrs. Elsie Higgins, Calvert
City; Mr. and Mrs. Joyt
Jackson, Hazel; Mr. and Mrs.
Terry McClure, Mrs. Carrie
Biggers, Luster Turner, Mr.
and Mrs. Rupert Laws, Mr.
and Mrs. Loyd Winstead, Mrs.
Janie Reed, Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Harris and Glenda, all
of Palmersville, Tn.; Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Winstead, Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Laws, Larry
Tackett, Mrs. Evelyn
Blackstone, and Miss Vickie
Collins, all of Dresden, Tn.;
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Walker,
Fulton; Mrs. Lou Ella Allen,
South Fulton, Tn.; Mrs. Eva
Stone and Mrs. 011ie Crocker,
Union City, Tn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Wiseman and Cindy,
Jackson, Tn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Wiseman. Sharon, In.;
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Smiley.
Mayfield; Mrs. Dale Thomp-
son, Sherry lee, Phyllis, and
Robin, Cassville, Ga.
SHOW SIGNS
Ninety-seven per cent of al'!
Americans over 60 show signs
of osteparthritis, states. the





DEAR ABBY: Someone asked if chickens had teeth, and
you said they didn't. •
Essentially you were correct, but if you want to get
technical, every chicken is born with a single tooth. It's
called an "egg tooth," and is located on the end of the upper
beak. This egg tooth is the means by which a chick breaks
the eggshell to gain entrance into the world. The tooth falls
off a couple of days after hatching.
HENRY HAHN
DEAR HENRY: You certainly laid a new one on me with
that story about the egg tooth. Sure it's not a yolk?
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I went to a restaurant
with my best friend and her husband, -who I'll call "Al."
The bill came to $55, and the men paid the bill with $60.
The waiter didn't return with the change, so Al called
him back and asked for the change. The waiter looked
puzzled, but he gave him the change and a dirty look.
Well, this couple asked us to go on a vacation with them,
and we said we'd go, but that was before we knew that Al
didn't believe inIipping. (He says as a matter of principle
he refuses to pay somebody else's help.)
We'd really like to vacation with them because we enjoy
their company, but my husband isn't sure .he can put up
with the embarrassment of being with a guy who refuses
to tip.
Answer soon because we don't know what to do.
STUMPED
DEAR STUMPED: If you enjoy their company, go!
Your husband can tip for HIS share of the check while Al
sticks to his principles.
DEAR ABBY: This is for the bride-to-be who wanted
her real father, instead of her stepfather, to give her away,
even though she said thaeher real father had disappeared
during the most important years of her life, and her
stepfather had been more like a "real" father to her.
I had that decision to make a few years ago, and the
circumstances were identical. My parents were divorced
when I was 2 years old. (My father left my mother for
another woman.) I figured that illy real father had already
"given me away" once, so' when it came time for me to
marry, I chose my stepfather to give me away. I have
never regretted it.
NO REGRETS
Everyone has a problem What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box, No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.






By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
One good shower doesn't
make a rainy season; but
every one helps tremendously
and the one we had early in the
week was surely'appreciated.
I hope that wherever you are,
you enjoyed one also. My
water bill was horrible this
month, but I got through the
extremely hot weather with
not too much difficulty.
We live in zone 7, and I find
it is a pretty good zone to live
in. It stretches across the
lower middle part of the
country across northern
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas,
the whole of Tennessee and
North Carolina and part of
West Virginia.
We can grow almost
anything, even some of the
semi-tropical plants that
cannot be grown a little far-
ther north. There are many
things that thrive here that do
not do well farther south. So I
think we are particulary
blessed.
A number of things can/
become acclimated and will
survive even the coldest of
winters, such as the one we
just had, if we use a little care
in giving them protection.
Mulch is the answer, and I
know by experience that it is
one of the greatest helps a
gardener can have.
Leaves will soon be falling,
in fact some of them are
already beginning to drift
down, so it will be leaf raking
time. Again let me urge you to
save every one of them. Start
a compost pile now, and pile
them on every week. By the
time the last leaf has come
down, you will have wonderful
pile that will gradually
disintegrate and become good
black soil. Some folks add
table scraps, but I add
nothing. Every rain will pack
them down and help in the
decaying process. If you have
room, start two of them,
letting one of them stay over
to the second year. Then it will
be fully decomposed and
worth more. Use them in
alternate years and you will
discover how valubable they
are.
This is blackberry season.
Those of you who enjoy
picking them should ' plant
some of the new hybrids in
your yard. The, berries are
larger and, best of all, they
are thornless. • HYbridisera
, 41.
work constantly to make
plants that grow better, bear
better and are hardier, easier
for the amatueur gardener to
grow.
There are so many new and
exciting things going on in the
plant world. That is why I find
a good nursery cataglogue as
fascinating as a new book.
There is always something
new and interesting to choose






Baby Boy Crabtree (mother
Paula), 413 N. 6th, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Jerry T. Eldridge, 907 Vine,
'Murray, Mrs. Melissa
McLemore and Baby Boy, Rt.
1, Calvert City, Mrs. Sheila D.
Harrell and Baby Boy, Box
174, Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Cathy
L. Clark and Baby Boy, Rt. 6,
Box 193, Murray, Mrs. Eva D.
Hendrickson and Baby Girl,
Rt. 1, Box 374, Benton, Mrs.
Sylvia J. Dortch, Rt. 2, Box
227E 1 Dover, Tn., Miss
Sandra A. Page, Rt. 3, Box 289
A., Dover, In., Mrs. Helen J.
Smith, 818 N. 19th, Murray,
Loyd A. McClure, 84 Fox
Meadow Tr. Ct., Murray, Mrs.
Shirley J. Coulter, Rt. 2 Box
324 D. Dover, In., Thomas A.
Johnson, Rt. 1, Dexter, Tn.,
Patric Wicker, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Jacqueline S. Broach, 723
Hickory Calvert City, Roy L.
Waggoner, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
Mrs. Addie Burkeen, Rt. 3,
Murray, Leon Burkeen, Rt. I,
Dexter, Mrs. Ella Willoughby,
New Concord, Mrs. Hester W.
Starest, 508 Poplar, Murray,
Mrs. Ina D. Nesbitt, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Jessie Fulks, Gen. Del.,
Benton, Mrs. Mettle A. Jones,
Rt. 1, Farmington, Baby Girl
Miller (mother Katie), Rt- 1,
Farmington, Baby Girl
Thompson (mother Gini), Rt.
5, Paris, Tn., Jimmie
Billington, (expired), 1302 S.
16th, Murray, Augustus
Russell „Lespite0),, 18QX., 349,
bittn.ay.
Includes Fresh Garden Solod Fresh
Bake Potato and Garlic Bread
Luncheon Special
Let's Stay Well • By FJL Blasingdmr MI)
Danger Of Tick Bites
Q: Mr. S.F. writes to ask
about the dangers from
tick bites and how to man-
age them.
A: The principal danger
to humans from tick bites
In the United States is
Rocky Mountain spotted
fever, caused by Rick-
ettsia rickettsli. While it
may appear in other areas,
the infection is most preva-
lent in the Rocky Mountain
region, the southeast
coastal states, Long Island.'
and Cape Cod.
Rocky Mountain spotted
fever takes a few days to
build up after the
infection from the bite of
an infected tick and is
characterized by fever,
aching, headache, weak-
ness and muscular pain. A
skin eruption begins on the
hands and feet and spreads
toward the trunk and face.
If the infection goes uncon-
trolled, the infected person
may become very toxic
and mentally confused.
This disease can be
serious, even fatal. The
earlier that it is diagnosed
and proper treatment
started, the better the




about 5 per cent of the tick
population in the danger
areas carries the Rick-
ettsia bodies and is infec-
tious.
Prevention is the pre-
ferred treatment. Com-
mercially available tick
repellents should be used
before entering the woods
or rocky area where ticks
are thought to be present.
Clothing that makes it dif-
ficult for ticks to get to
your legs (such as boots
and tightly closed trouser
legs) should be worn.
Clothing worn into an
infested area should be
promptly removed and a
search made for ticks on
your body.
If a tick is discovered
attached to your skin, the
tick should be carefully
removed. A drop of turn-
Intermediate Group
To Play On Tuesday
Pairings for the • In-
termediate Group of Women's
Tennis of the Murray Country
Club for play on Tuesday,
August 23, at ten a. m. have
been released as follows:
Court No. One - Jana
Hughes and Jane Prince vs.
Marilyn Adkins- and Nancy
Fandrich.
Court No. Two - Kay Ray
and Charlotte Gregory vs.
Vickie Miller and Mary Frank
Valentine.
Court No. Three - Penny
Cappock and Lochie Landolt
vs. Janie Ryan and Lynn
Stout.
Court No. Four - Sheila
Grogan vs. Nancy Ryan.
A man's white work sock,
with the foot part cut off, makes
a good cover for a cast or a
broken arm. When it becomes
soiled, slip it off and toss it in
the washing machine.
pentine, kerosene or alco-
hol usually causes the tick
to turn loose or dislodge
itself from the skin. Care
should be exercised not to
leave the head of the tick
buried in the skin or to
crush the tick and increase
the chances of infection.
Wash the area with soap
and water after the tick
has been removed.
After such a bite, it is not
necessary to take an anti-
biotic. However, if you
have any doubt, contact
your physician and be alert
for any symptoms of an




 Frances Drake 
„ _FOR TUESDAY, AUGUST 23, 1477
What kind' of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mac 21 to Apr. 20) gr
Excellent aspects now en-
courage all your interests, but





(Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:€1;Y-
In whatever you do or say,
emphasize your most charming
manner, which can outwit
opposition, help prevent fric-
tion. News of interest indicated.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
A favorable trend here
steadies your resoluteness and
self-reliance. There's no need
for recklessness, but DO go
forward in your most
courageous manner.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 00
A tabulation of "musts" may
uncover a weak schedule - one
that could be pepped up to show
your capacities to better ad-
vantage.
LEO
(July 24 Io Aug. 23) 1244g
Put into practice procedures
which have generated the most
advancement to date. Avail
yourself of new opportunities--
of which there are many. A good
day - with your help!
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Don't scatter your energies as
you keep the ball rolling. Things
we not as difficult as they may
seem. Confer with others on
matters of mutual concern.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Give offerings a chance to
prove themselves - especially
if investigated and found to be
potentially lucrative. Family
affairs in high favor.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 2/)
Budget time as well as other
assets. Wasted hours can
disrupt routine and steady
FIP%
achievement. Pay no attention
to pessimists and belittlers.
4efik(it
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21/
Your competition will be
strong now, but there is plenty





(Dee) 22 to Jan. 20) va
Large-scale dealings, trusts,
building and real estate in-
terests can advance under
astute mangement. But you will
have to work hard and have
unswerving faith in your goals.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Self-reliance and optimism
stimulated. Seek better un-
derstanding with associates.
Promote sound ventures; some
spending may be necessary .to
insure gains.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Give play to your capacity for
accomplishment without
seeming effort. There's. op-
portunity•now for greatly in-
creased prestige, substantial
progress.
YOU BORN TODAY, as a
Leo-Virgo cuspal (one born at
the change of Signs), possess
many of the traits of both, which
makes you a most interesting
individual. You have the typical
reserve of the Virgoan; are not
as dynamic and expressive as
the average Leoite but, on the
other hand, are far more
practical than your Leo brother.
You could be a tremendous
success in the business and
financial worlds; also in real
estate and manufacturing. Your
inventive powers are un-
mistakable, and you may have
an outstanding talent along
musical lines. As with the true
Leoite,- you are extremely
versatile and could succeed as a
writer, lawyer, physician or
scientist - in fact, in almost
any field where your interests
lead you Birthdate of: King
Louis XVI, of France; Gene
Kelly, Amer. dancer, actor.
NOW OPEN
Northwood Beauty Salon
For App. Call 759-1242 Tues.-Sat.
Location Northwood Subdivision 641 North
Owner & Operator Bonnie Spann
Majestic House
Steak•Pizza
N. 12th St. - Olympic Plaza





(Free Re-Fills On Drinks)





Largesrncill, Pizza Spaghetti Spaghetti
$1 15 
954s-:„/70 $1 65
8 "d • I

























































Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main
Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
Community Theatre
members will canvass the city
for memberships for five
dcalars.
Senior Citizens will leave St.
John's .Episcopal Church at
seven a.m. to go by bus to the
Kentucky State Fair.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon at Murray Country
Club for Wednesday should be
made today with Mrs. Tass
Hopson.
Tuesday, August 23
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park at ten a. m.
Oak Baptist Church WM11
will meet at the church at
eight p. m.
LaLeche League will meet
at Gleason Hall, North 12th
and Payne Streets, at 7:30 p.
m. For information call 753-
8563.
Lake Area Singles Group
will meet at the Bank of
Benton at seven p. m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
WOW will meet with Joyce
Hurt at seven p. m.
Magic Tn i Bowling League
will hold its organizational
meeting at seven p. m. at
Corvette Lanes. Call 753-7886
for information.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. m.
- Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon.
Aglow Fellowship Group
will meet at Kenbar Inn at
10:30 a. m.
• Community Theatre
membership centers will be at





Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at seven p. m. at the
Hazel Community Center.
Community Theatre Junior
Membership party will be
held. Junior members' fee is
$1.00.
Murray Country Club
Ladies day luncheon will be at
twelve noon. Tennis and golf
will be at 9:30 a. m.
First Baptist Church will
resume its weekly fellowship
suppers at six p. m. at the
Fellowship Hall. For reser-
vations call the church office,
753-1854.
Oc-iober Wedding
Miss Laura Mane Libassi
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Libassi of Fort Lauderdale, Florida, an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
only child, Laura Marie, to Dr. Dan Mason Miller, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert 0. Miller of Murray.
The future bride is a graduate of Jackson Memorial Hospital
School of Nursing in Miami, Florida, where she is presently
emergency room supervisor.
Dr. Miller, a Resident in Medicine at Jackson Memorial
Hospital, received his B. S. degree from Murray State Univer-
sity and his M. D. degree from the University of Louisville
School of Medicine. He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Riley Miller of Hazel, and the late Dr. and Mrs. William H.
Mason of Murray.
Miss Libassi and Dr. Miller will be married Saturday, Oc-







Baby Boy Hodge (Mother
Barbara), Rt. 3, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Donna A. Delk, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Minnie
Estelle Adams, Rt. 1 Far-
mington, Mrs. Robin Lossner
and Baby Boy,/02 College Ct.
Murray, Mrs. Rita K. Carroll
and Baby Gir1,-Rt. 1 Almo,
Miss Tammy L. Harris, Rt. 2
Bx. 37-A Murray, Bruce . B.
Elkins, Rt. 3 Murray, Miss
Bonita F. Elkins, Rt. 3
Murray, Mrs. Sandra A.
Keller, 920 N. 18 Murray, Mrs.
Floreta J. Phillips, 512 S. 13
Murray, Mrs. Helen M.
Woods, 714 Williams Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Eleanor K. Holmes,
617'2 Poplar Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Alice M. Mayfield, 1040
Manley Paris, Tn., W: Russell
Craig, Buchanan, Tn., Mrs.
Thelma I. West, 1112 Poplar
Murray, Hal Mathis, Dexter,
Grover C. Wilson, 1000 Payne
MurrayiOmar L. Merrell, Rt.
1 Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Elvie B.
Carson, Rt. 6 Murray, Robbie





what causes the breakdown of
cartilage in osteoarthritis is
being reported during World
Rheumatism Year, according








A delicious Steak that
will melt in your. mouth! We serve
it sizzlin WI with your choice














Baby Girl Overby 1Mother
Judy), Rt. 1 Almo.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Marsha 0. Garner and
Baby Boy, Rt. 2 Cadiz; Bobby
L. Freeman, 306 Hillboro
Greenfield, Tn., A. B. Rhea,
407 E. 12 Benton,. Carl M.
Stout, Rt. 2 Kuttawa, Mrs.
Carlos A. Garland New
Concord, Franklin D. Ray, Rt.
2 Henry, Tn., Ken H. Steele,
Rt. 6 Paris, Tn., Mrs. Cheryl
A. Rose, Rt. 1 Water Valley,
Charles L. Carson. 1606
Belmont Murray, Miss
Shannon L. Devine, Rt. 1
Grand Rivers, Mrs. Mary E.
Rogers, 108 Pa. Ave., Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Helen S. Spann, 805
Minerva Murray, Mrs. Linda
M. Buckley, Bx. 194 Sedalia,
Miss Jane K. Farley, Rt. 8 Bx.
1135 Murray, ,james Ryan
Graham, Rt. 8 Murray, Mrs.
Dianna F. Williams, Rt. 1 Bx.
195 Murray, Darby Hall, Rt. 6
Bx. 340 Clarksville, Tn., Miss
Wendy Smith, Rt. 6
Clarksville, Tn., Miss Martha
A. Smithson, Rt. 6 Clarksville,
Tn., Miss Pattie R. Baggett,
Rt. 1 Cunningham, Tn., Miss
Pam Bloodworth, Rt. 1
Clarksville, Tn., Miss Joyce
Henry, Bx. 353 Rt. 1
Clarksville, Tn., Ronnie
Elrod, 513 Adam Ct.
Clarksville, Tn.. Miss Mary A.
Wyatt, Cumberland Furnace,
Tn., Miss Melissa Bloodworth,
Rt. , E No. 1 Box. 269
Clarksville, Tn., Miss Laurie
Burney, Rt. 6 Bx. 364
Clarksville, Tn., Miss Bonnie
L. Workman, Bx. 195-A
Southside, Tn., Kenny P.
York, Rt. 6 Bx. 87 Clarksville,
Tn., Miss Gwen Appleton, Rt
1 Bx. 342 Clarksville, Tn., Miss
Vicki Williams, Rt. 1 Box. 429
Clarksville, Tn., Miss Sherry
Davidson, Rt. 2 Box. 173-A
Cumberland Furnace. Tn.,
Miss Cynthia Crick, Rt. 12 Bx.
199 Clarksville, Tn., Miss
Karne Daffron, Rt. 1 Bx. 331-B
Cunningham. Tn., Mrs.
Sherry E. Greer, Rt. 8
Murray, Mrs. Jean Richerson.
1602 Parklane, Murray, Mrs.
Clover Crawford, West View
Nursing Home, Murray, Mrs
Sandra J. Armstrong, Rt. 3
Mayfield, Mrs. Mary J. Mc-
Dougal, 503 N. 4 Murray, Mrs.
Cloteal Paschall, Rt. 2
Puryear, Tn., Miss Aberline
Skinner, 120 Spruce Murray,
Mrs. Maybel Creed, Rt. 1 Bx.
183-A Dexter, Mrs. Nell
Manness, 717 Riley Cl
. Murray, Mrs. Ruby R. Jewel,




The ladies day golf pairings
for play on Wednesday,
August 24, at the Murray
Country Club have been
released by the golf hostess,
Faira Alexander, as follows:
Tee N. One—
.9:00 a m. — Venela Sexton;
Betty Jo Purdom, Carol
Hibbard, and Evelyn Jones.




9:20 a. m. — Phyllis Kain,
Betty Stewart, Betty Lowry,
and Euva N. Mitchell.
9:30 a. m. — Toni Hopson,
Inus Orr, Euldene Robinson,
and Edith Garrison.
9:40 a. m. — Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, Alice Purdom,
Dianne Villanova, and Louise
Lamb.
Tee No. Four-
9:00 a. m. — Cathryn
Garrott, Jane Fitch, Betty
Hunter, and Anna Mary
Adams.-
9:10 a. m. — Beverly Spann,
Chris Graham, Nancy Fan-
cirich, and Jean Doxsee.
9:20 a. m. — Judy
_K4ehleman, Doris Cella,
Betty • Scott, and Mickie
Phillips.
9:30 a. m. — Rebecca Irvan,
Urbena Koenen, Lou Doran,
and Rowena Cullom.
Tee No. Seven-
9 .(0 a. m. — Norma Frank,
Exie Hill, Martha Sue Ryan,
and Beth Belote.
9.10 a. m. — Mary Watson,
Kitty Freeman, Ruth Wilson,
and Nlary Bell Overby.
920 a. m. — Aurelia Batts,
Vickie Baker, Carla Rexroat,
and Jeonie Hutson.
9- 30 a. m. — Annie Knight,
Pat McReynolds, Billie
Cohoon, and Eddie M.
Outland.




Any person who desires to
play but is not listed in the
pairings should come and be
paired at the tee. Any person
unable to play should call Mrs.
Alexander, 753-8735.
Winners for leies day play
on August 17 were:
Championship flight —
Phyllis Kain, medalist, and
Dorothy Fike, low net.
First flight — Dianne
.Villanova, low gross, and
Edith Garrison, low net.
Second flight — Mickie
Phillips, low gross, and Chris
Graham, low net.
Third flight — Cindy Ashby,
winner.
• Avoid foods that are high in





Everyone knows that the
body has only one heart.
Many other organs come in
pairs. One lung can be re-
moved and the person sur-
vives because he has another
in reserve. But not so with the
heart. Obviously the heart is a
very vital organ.
Understanding how the
heart functions is one step to a
healthy heart. The left side of
the heart receives bright red
blood full of oxygen from the
lungs. The main artery, the
aorta, carries the blood to the
body for nourishment. It sup-
plies oxygen to billions of
body cells.
The right side of the heart
receives blood from the body
and pumps this "used" blood
through the lungs. The lungs
remove carbon dioxide and
the blood picks up fresh
oxygen, which turns it bright
red again. Then it goes to the
left side of the heart and the
cycle starts all over again.
The blood makes this cycle
hundreds of times every day
your whole life long.
Since the heart is so im-
portant, everyone should be
aware of facts that keep your
heart healthy. Watch your
diet. Excess weight occurs
when you eat more calories
than the body utilizes. Calo-
ries that are not used by body
activities end up being stored
as Eat.
quantities is a fat used by the
body to produce hormones
and other chemicals. The
medical profession recom-
mends that the total choles-
terol intake should be kept to
less than 30 mg. per day. The
average American diet con-
tains about 600 mg. per day.
Recipes for fat-controlled, low_
cholesterol meals are avail.
able through the American
Heart Association.
Get regular exercise. Exdr-
else helps maintain better cir-
culation. Exercises to tone up
muscles are golf, tennis, bi-
cycling, swimming and walk-
ing, not to mention jogging.
Have a regular annual phY-
meal examination by your
physician. The only way you
can know your blood prespare
is under control is thraugh
regular check-ups.
If you smoke, stop now.
When one smokes a cigarette,
his heart rate at rest and after
exercise is faster than that of
a nonsmoker, and blood pres-
sure is increased.
A healthy heart .can add
years of usefulness and happy
living.
A conwnondy seK.,c• of oho liecttth







8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
1:30 P.M. to 6 P.M.




Two 7" Talon Zippers




1 • k a4 DISCOUNT FABRICS
•
•
SEE THE ONLY FABRIC STORE OF In KIND IN KEN- ca
TUCKY. WE SELL ONLY FIRST QUALITY FASHION ci
FABRICS, AT 30% TO SO% OFF RETAIL. ALL OUR
FABRICS COME FROM OUR OWN MILLS AND FABRIC RI
WAREHOUSES.
All 45" Fabric
*DENIM *PANT WT. CRINKLES
*POLYESTER PRINTS *GAUZE PRINTS $ 29
*LINEN WEAVES *CALICO
*DOTTED SWISS *BROAD CLOTH






*HEAVY PANT WT. DOUBLE KNITS
11ANA *POLYESTER PRINTS
*GABARDINE *T-SHIRT PRINTS











Kell ))'1,er our noose llerer forget our prleirS.
DISCOUNT FABRICS • DISCOUNT FABRICS- •
Olympic Plaza Shop Ctr.
Murray, Ky. (Next To Radio Shack)
Open 9 AM to 8 PM










DISCOUNT FABRICS • DISCOUNT FABRICS
• ..
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it% it, lam' FAall.. and Robert \mak
Carter Retails The Canal
WASHINGTON — President CartIr
realized the political complexity bf
senking quick Senate ratification of the
liitama Canal treaty when his early
4-age of telephone calls produced
noilling immediate from the two
iutiebles whose help he needs most:
Ititiald Reagan and Henry Jackson.
e White House wanted passivity
frr.in Reagan to dampen opposition
from conservative Republicans, and
support from Sen. Jackson to bring
along defense-oriented Democrats.
Instead, both were noncommittal in
response to the President's personal
ripest. Reagan could well end up as an
aagGve foe of ratification and Jackson
ingiy levy a substantial price on
utfrelated_ matters before finally sup-
petting the treaty.
*ctually, Reagan and particularly
Jirgkson are only secondarily interested
ui:?the canal itself. Reagan wants to
kit p his basic conservative con-
Altuency. Jackson, who has never
slibwn interest in the canal issue, would
lak presidential commitments on arms
celitrol and national security.
lvir. Carter is vulnerable to such
Allies because he must sell the treaty
a( retail, not wholesale. Instinctive
piblic opposition to transferring the
*al to Panama is so overwhelming
t Carter strategists doubt even the
bully pulpit of the presidency can
reverse opinion in time. So the
President is reduced to a retail search
Or political leaders.
::Gerald R. Ford and Henry Kissinger
Titickly granted approval (even with-
opt seeing the written treaty). But
peblic rejoicing at the White House
over the Ford-Kissinger endorsements
was matched by private skepticism
*bout their value. "Ford's support
should do wonders with the Republican
just like last year," a sarcastic
Carter adviser cracked.
But Reagan's neutrality could help
e!gnificantly. Reagan's response to the
Agree Or Not
President's call — that he needed to see
the treaty before deciding — was
considered encouraging at the White
House. Canal negotiator Sol Linowitz
offered to travel to California to brief
Reagan.
_Indeed, some key Reagan aides were
em -frassed last year by his dramatic
use of the canal in primacLdections
against President Ford. They now
worry about violence in Panama which
might result from Senate rejection of
the treaty could be blamed on Reagan.
Besides, they reason, the charge of
"secret" canal negotiations used
against Ford so effectively no longer
applies. So, when anti-treaty Senators
asked Reagan to testify before a Senate
subcommittee Sept. 8, Reagan's staff
replied: sorry, the governor is busy
that day.
Sensing what was afoot, other
Reagan advisers were appalled — not
so much by the canal itself but because
they know a passive Reagan role would
be viewed by hard-core Reaganites as
betrayal. One key Reagan supporter,
who had silently accepted Reagan's
selection last year of liberal Sen.
Richard Schweiker as his running-
mate, told us neutrality on the treaty
would lie -a second Schweiker, and two
is one too many."
Sen. Jesse Helms, leading the fight
against ratification, called Reagan to
argue his case — a precursor of an
onslaught to come if he stays quiet. But
Reagan is an experienced politician
who knows that abandoning a base of
support can be political suicide. On
Aug. 16, he began edging toward clear
opposition.
Reagan informed Linowitz there was
no. point in coming West . without a
written treaty (which does not exist
yet). Anti-treaty Senators were told
Reagan might attend that Sept. 8
;hearing after all. Reagan flatly advised
CBS what he had left ambiguous*hen




RANICFORT — Kentucky was
ked last week when Elvis Presley,
king of rock 'n roll, died suddenly
his home in Memphis.
. ousands of Kentuckians held
ikets for his scheduled performanceRupp Arena in Lexington August 23.
741.The poor boy from Tupelo, Miss. set a
levav trend in music in the early 
1950s
t swept the world and held dedicated
aglinirers for more than two decades.
re than 21,000 tickets were sold in
xington although the first
ouncement was that only 10,000
kets would be said in the 22,000-seat
ena.
dmirers rushed to stores throughout
state to buy up his records and other
morabilia of Presley. His imprint
tis etched that deeply, although he
*is far from an extrovert personality.
.19g was unassuming, shy and somewhat
loner as far as he wag personally
ctincerned.
iNot only did he gain fame as a singer,
tfit he made a number of motion
Ictures that drew large audiences
ienong the bobby soxers of the late
*50s and early sixties.
-Medici and television and newspapers
algid him special tribute for his.
gfcomplishments when he died at the
fit e of 42. •
But, there is one phase that none of_.
Pappenings At
: Su This Week
411.K1UST 22
.;* Sorority Rush Week is in progress on
OA urray State's campus.
4UGUST 23
) The University's annual pre-school
fear faculty luncheon will begin at 12
',loon in Winslow Cafeteria.
;AUGUST 24
t College Faculty meetings will be held
lit places to be announced. Meeting
limes are set for 10 a.m.
; Departmental faculty meetings will
iegin at 1:30 p.m. in places to be
nnounced.
• Orientation meetings for freshmen
bill be held. All freshmen are requested
.lo assemble at 1:00 p.m. in the Student
.Center Auditorium; they will be
ssigned their various meeting
;locations there.
;AUGUST 25 and 26
Registration for the fall semester will
'lie held from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in
.he Student Center.
11UGUST 27
Saturday classes will begin. ,
UGUST 29
All Classes will begin. Absences will
-*e recorded and drop-adclresumes.
them mentioned, and I think it was to
his credit.
In 1957, the latter part, he was
scheduled to make some movies and
the Hollywood brass sought to get him
deferred from the draft since his
number had come up through the
Memphis draft board. Elvis didn't
make the request himself.
However, the fact that the movie
producers asked that he be deferred
triggered a protest from a Harlan draft
board member that made the news
wires all across the nation.
H. Nick Johnson, a member of Draft
Board 35, wrote a letter of resignation
saying "I cannot ask any mountain boy
to serve the same country unless
afforded the same treatment."
Johnson had just been elected a
member of the Kentucky House of
Representatives and felt strongly about
the deferment request. Johnson was a
wounded veteran of World War H. He
had a silver plate in his forehead,
carried two machinegun slugs in his
right leg, and was considered dead
when found on the battlefield in Italy.
More than that, he had two older
brothers who served during World War
II. His brother, L.P. Jr. landed his B-25
bomber in England on "a wing and./1
prayer" as the song said after a raid on
Germany. His older brother, Mize,
served in the Marine Corps. All came
home.
In a series of stories that ran for a
week on the national news wires, Nick
said he got hundreds of .telephone calls
from across the natiort in sympathy
with his viewpoint. Even the news wires
questioned Gen. Lewis Hershey,. who
headed the national Selective Service
system, and he was generously quoted.
I was at Harlan at the time and broke
the first national story in this episode
and did the followups. The Associated
Press called me and asked for a picture
of Johnson to be transmitted in
wirephoto since the San Diego, Calif.
newspaper, where one of the major U.S.
marine training bases is located, asked
for the picture.
The nearest wirephoto point to
Harlan was Knoxville, Tenn. I sent the
picture there by taxicab, and it was
transmitted nationwide.
To his credit, not one time did Elvis
Presley complain or make any personal
effort to delay his entering service. The
result of these stories was that Elvis
was called to report for induction
January 30, 1958.
He entered service and did his time
without complaint, and this probably is
what endeared him to thousands of his
fans. His popularity grew when he
returned. He changed the social mores
and the music world, but he never laid
Any claim for his accomplishment on
this score.
treaty which relinquishes the canal.
While aides will keep him from leading
the fight, that is not the same as
neutrality.
Scoop Jackson's role is less public but
probably more important than
Reagan's. The President cannot win
ratification without defense-oriented
Senators such as Jackson and
Georgia's Sam Nunn — both of whom so
far say nothing about the treaty.
Whereas Reagan's ambiguous attitude
with Mr. Carter encouraged the White
House, an identical attitude by Jackson
was discouraging.
Although he has kept quiet, Jackson
is not happy about the Carter ad-
ministration's softened arms control
(SALT) proposals. The White House
suspects, therefore, that Jackson wants
to trade his Panama vote for national
security matters he really cares about.
This is possible for a simple reason:
the President cannot quickly wholesale
the treaty to a nation which still views
the Panama Canal as a lingering
remnant of national pride. Visiting
Panama in 1912, Franklin D. Roosevelt
wrote his mother that the nearly- .
completed canal was "greater than the
Tower of Babel or the Pyramids...
(Col.) Goethals (builder of the canal)
said in his quiet way last night, 'We like
to have Americans come down, because
they all say it makes them better
Americans." The persistence of that
sentiment has driven Jimmy Carter to
the telephone to plead with politicians.
Today In History
Stifle Associated erns
Todry is Monday, Aug.1224, the 234th
day of 1977. There are 131 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1941, in World War
Two, Nazi troops reached the outskirts
of the Russian city of Leningrad.
On this date:
In 1654, the first Jewish emigrant to
America, Jacob Barsimson, landed in
New Amsterdam:
In 1762, the first American woman
newspaper editor, Arm Franklin, went
to work at the Newport Mercury in
Rhode Island.
In 1776, during the Revolutionary
War, British Gen. William Howe landed
10,000 soldiers on New York's Long
Island.
In 1846, the annexation of New
Mexico as U.S. territory was
.announced at Santa Fe.
In 1910, Japan annexed Korea.
In 1956, a Republican National
Convention in San Francisco.
renominated President Dwight
Eisenhower and Vice President
Richard Nixon for second terms.
Ten years ago: U.S. Air Force
officers in Saigon said American air
strikes around Hanoi and against
railway lines in North Vietnam were
crippling that country's capacity for
war.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon was nominated for another term
at a Republican National convention in
Miami Beach, with only one dissenting
vote.
One year ago: North Korea
expressed regret at the slaying of two
American army. .officers by North
Korean troops.
Today's birthdays: French fashion
designer Marc Bohan is 51 years old.
Carl Yastrzem.ski of the Boston Red Sox
is 38.
Thought for today: "Enough is
enough, and too much spoils." — an
Italian proverb.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and, federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray_ Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515-
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reashed
in Frankfort when the 'General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C: Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
rru SE A SOX-OFFICE SMASH, 3:13, Tomoozow WE START CASTNG FO2
IRE FART OF BERKOWITZ!'
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HEARTLINE: My sister, is in a
nursing home and she recently had to
have a special pair of shoes made to
wear with a brace. Will Medicare pay
for them? — R.L.
A. Medicare Part B will help pay for
orthopedic .shoes, but only if they are
connected to a leg brace. She will have
to fill out a Medicare Claim Form.
For people on Medicare, Heartline
has developed "Heartline's Guide to
Medicare." This book has been com-
pletely updated and is written in easy-
to-understand, question-and-answer
form. It includes a complete ex-
planation of Parts A and B, an ex-
planation of "reasonable charges," and
a sample Medicare form with in-
structions on how to fill it out.
To order your copy, send $1.50 to
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare," 114
E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio,
45381. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: My wife was a
railroad employe for 20 years before
she died. Will I be able to receive a
railroad retirement widower's annuity
based on her service? — V.T.
A. You may be able to qualify for a
widower's benefit from either the
Railroad Retirement Board or the
Social Security Administration but not
_both.
The board pays survivor benefits if
an employe was insured for survivor
benefits under the Railroad Retirement
AA by having 10 years or more of
railroad service and a "current con-
nection" with the railroad industry. In
general terms, an employe has a
current connection if he or she had at
least 12 months of railroad employment
during the 2b2 years before retirement
or death.
If an employe does not qualify on this
basis, an earlier- than 21,2 year period
with 12 months of railroad employment
may be used, but only if the employe
did not have a regular, nonrailroad job
following this period.
HEARTLINE: Which pension plans
are not covered by the Employe
Retirement Income Security Act of
1974? — A.T.
A. Plans exempt from the law's
coverage (governmental plans, church
plans and unfunded excess benefit
_plans), and plans maintained outside
the U.S. for non-resident aliens, are not
covered. Also, stock bonus, money
purchase and profit-sharing plans,
plans maintained exclusively for
substantial owners, plans of
professional service employers having
fewer than 25 active participants, plans
which do not provide for employer
contributions and non-qualified com-
pensation plans established for a select
group of management or highly
compensated employes are not
covered.
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE. 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
.ihr
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Memorial' services for Groucho
Marx, the legendary comedian who
died Friday at the age of 86, were held
Sunday.
Groucho was as famous for his one-
line wisecracks as for his busy




Groucho: "If I were any closer, I'd be
in back of you."
Man: "You love your brother, don't--
you?"
Groucho: "No, but I'm used to him."
Man: "Stop at a Western Union of-
fice. I want to wire my father."
Groucho: "What's the matter? Can't
he stand up by himself?"
Man: "He doesn't believe in wearing
shirts."
Groucho; "Oh, an aetheist, eh?"
He once resigned from a prominent
country club, claiming, "I couldn't join
any organization that would accept me
as a member."
One night the daughter of actor Alan
Ladd appeared on Marx' radio and TV
quiz show, "You Bet • Your Life." She
remarked that her father was in the
movies.
"Is your dad Laddie, son of Lassie?"
Groucho asked.
On another show, Marx told an
Egyptian contestant: I used to know a
red-hot mummy from Egypt. We were
terribly wrapped up in each other."
Once a jackpot hopeful said he
designed everything from a safety pin
to a locomotive.
"Wait a minute — why would a
locomotive need safety pins?" Groucho
interrupted.
"Oh, I guess when they change
engines."
0+0 .
We've harped on what we consider to
be excessive spending on the part of our
nation's lawmakers in Washington so
often that today we'd like to give our
congressmen and women a pat on the
back.
One of the time-honored perquisites
of our legislators is about to fall victim
to congressional budget slashing. The
free distribution of copies of the daily
Congressional Record to friends of
senators and representatives will be cut
in half next year.
At present, each senator is alloted 100
free copies and each congressman must
"make do" Avith 68 copies, a potential of
nearly 40,000 copies daily.
Because of rising costs of producing
and mailing the Record, the Hquse has
voted to halve its allocation and the
Senate is expected to follow suit.
0+0
The value of adequate insulation can
be illustrated by the proposal of a
contractor who has offered to insulate
the Pentagon at no cost to the govern-
ment.
The contract has offered to shred the
Pentagon's excess paper, treat it with
chemicals and blow it back into the
Pentagon's walls for insulation — all at
no cost to the government agency.
The only thing the contract wants is
Bible Thought
Verily, verily, I say unto you,
he that believeth on me hath
everlasting life. John 647.
The hikhest hope the Bible
gives us is that of eternal life
with God.
to split the savings in energy costs with
the Defense Department for the next
ten years. He claims that there is
enough excess paper on hand to com-
plete the job in about a year.
That tells us two things: there's
plenty of paper floating aroimd M the,




Marine Private Don Chrisman, son of'
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Chrisman, is now in
recruit training at the Marine Corps
Recruit Depot, Parris Islind, S. C.
Army Pvt. First Class Johnny B.
Adams, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hill
Adams, has completed a wheeled
vehicle mechanic course at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Md.
Franklin B. Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rob Jones, received his Doctor of
Education degree from the University
of Mississippi on August 20. He has
accepted a position as assistant
professor education at David Lipscomb
College, Nashville, Tn.
Gerald Owen has been named to the
faculty at Mid-Continent Baptist
College, Mayfield. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Loyd V. Owen of Hazel.
Miss Margaret Ann Morris, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Morris, Jr., was
married to Hampton W. Brooks, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Brooks, at the
Puryear Baptist Church on July 29.
20 Years Ago
A county wide survey to discoy,er the I:
current rehabilitation needs of all post-
polio patients will be conducted this'
month by the Calloway County Chapter 4;
of the National Foundation for Infantile ;
Paralysis, according to Fred Work-
man, chapter chairman. 
 t".
Plans are being made for the 25th
anniversary celebration of the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association on August 31 at War f.•
Memorial Stadium, Mayfield, ac-
cording to Holmes Ellis, general
manager.
The Rev. M. M. Hampton will be the
evangelist at the revival meeting at the
Scotts Grove Baptist Church starting !„.:
August 24, according to the pastor, the i2
Rev. Billy G. Hurt.
Miss Laurine Tarry and Stanford*
Andrus were married August 18 by the 4/
Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. D. G. Walker of Murray f,
Route Six will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary on August 25.
30 Years Ago
Miss Barbara Walker, 21 year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Walker
of Memphis, Tn., formerly of Calloway'
County, has been chosen to represent
Memphis, Tn., at the annual Miss
America Pageant at Atlantic City, N.
J., September 2-7..
Deaths reported include Mrs. Sam
Booker.
W. Z. Carter, superintendent of the
Murray City Schools, has returned
from attending the National
Educational Institute held for two
weeks at the American University at
Washington, D. C.
Dr. J. M. Converse of Murray is at-
tending the American Veterinary
Medical Association meeting at Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Lee Thorn on August
15. ,
-mph riarbaree" starring Van
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ATTEND CENTER—Members of the Calloway County High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America attending educational classes at the Kentucky FFA
Leadership Training Center at Hardinsburg were, left to right, Steve Enoch, Bill Glisson,
Brad Cook Danny Kingins, and Randy McCallon.
Calloway FA Members
Attend Classes Recently
Five members of the
Calloway County Chapter of
the Future Farmers of
America attended the classes
held at the Kentucky FFA
Leadership Training Center at
Hardinsburg during the latter
part of July. They attended
five educational classes per




were in charge of the program
on Thursday night and
Calloway was on the top three
chapters in the daily cottage
inspection. The chapter made
397 out of a possible 400 points
for the week.
Danny Kingins and Randy
McCallon received the Out-
standing Leadership Awards
for the week. Kingins and
McCallon were ranked first
and fourth respectively out of
201 FFA members present
from 20 chapters across the
state.
Steve Enoch won the FFA
•
Quiz contest which consisted
of one member from each
chapter present for the week.
Kingins was elected by
members present as a
member of the eight man
camp council. Bill Glisson was
selected as a member of the
softball all-star team and
McCallon was a member of
the all-star basketball team.
Larry Gilbert, chapter
advisor, accompanied the
members and taught the FFA
work special interest class.
Payments To Wheat Farmers
Nearly Certain ASCS Says
Unless there is. an increase
in wheat prices over the next
two months, area wheat
farmers will receive federal
payments this fall, according
to David E. Riley, Jr., of the
Calloway County ASCS Office.
"Under the current wheat
program deficiency payments
are to be made to producers if
the national average market
price for the first five months
of the marketing year is less
than the target price of $2.47
per bushel," Riley explained.
"The preliminary national
average wheat price for all
farmers was $2.00 per bushel
in June, compared with $2.19
in May. June is the first month
of the'5-month period used to
determine deficiency
payments that will be made to
farmers this fall, shortly after
October 31," Riley said.
"Because many wheat
farmers are faced with
serious economic problems
due to low market prices, it's
important that the provisions
for this additional income
source be reviewed for area
wheat farmers. Also, Riley
said, This is the first time
such payments would be made
to wheat farmers under the
1973 Farm Act."
"The deficiency payment
rate is determined by sub-
tracting from the $2.47 target
price the higher of the June-
October national average
price or the national average
loan rate. Using the national
average wheat loan rate of
$2.25 per bushel as an
example, the deficiency
payment rate would be 22
cents per bushel.
"Deficiency payments to
farmers are calculated by
multiplying the farm's
established yield times the
farm's allotment acreage, and
multiplying the result times
the deficiency payment rate,"
Riley explained.
"For example, if a farmer
has an established yield of 25
bushels per acre, a 200-acre.,,
allotment, and the deficiency





"All farmers having wheat
allotments are automatically
eligible for deficiency
payments, regardless of the
disposition of their wheat.
Whether the wheat has been
sold, placed under loan with
the Commodity Credit Cor-
poration, or is stored on or off
the farm, does not have any
bearing on a farmer's
eligibility for the payment,"
Riley said.
Riley added that under farm
program legislation currently
being considered in both the




Wheat farmers who would
like to have further in-
formation on the wheat
deficiency payment,
provisions of the current
program relative to their farm
should contact the county
ASCS office or an ASC county
committee member.
Possible Payment Change
Wheat and feed grain far-
mers who have no acreage
allotments or who have
overplanted their allotments
for these crops may become
eligible for government
disaster payments under the
farm bill agreed to by
congressional conferees,
according to David E. Riley,
Jr.. of the Calloway County
ASCS Office.
Under provisions of the
conference bill, a farmer who
has suffered reduced yields
due to a natural disaster ,may
be eligible for a payment
based on the number of acres
actually planted for harvest,
Riley said. In the past,
payments were based on the
farm's alloted acres.
In anticipation of possible
adoption by Congress and
enactment by the President,
and to speed resulting
payments to farmers, Riley
said, ASCS will begin ac-
cepting disaster claims from
all farms for wheat and feed
grains (corn, sorghum and
barley). However, no
payments may be made under
these provisions until enact-
ment of the farm bill.
Farmers who wish to file a
disaster claim or who wish
more information concerning
the disaster payment program
should contact their county
ASCS Office.
s.













Who can establish an IRA?
IRA's are available to any wage-earner. The
only requirement is that you not currently be a
participant in any other retirement plan.
If you're already participating
in a Retirement Plan...
Even though you re currently a participant in a
retirement plan sponsored by your empkwel, you. too, may
benefit from an 1.11A. Under the new voluntary Federal por-
tability system, you can transfer your vested benefits from
your present employer's plan to an Individual Retirement
Plan. Later, you can transfer them again to a new employer's
plan. Here is how it works.
Say you leave your present employment and take with you
your entire vested interest in your employees retirement
plan. If you place this interest in an IRA within 60 days from
the date you first became eligible to receive your payment,
no federal lairs will be currently due on the amount you
received. Your payment can remain in your IRA until you
retire or get a new job. II you get a new job, you can, with the
consent of your new employer, transfer funds from your IRA
to the new employer's plan tax-free.
us •
Istiroieent accaiiirio prosiest so eicalleat opportsalty
for for to save for your own awl your femily's fiesocisl security. Ile
noofd like the opportsintte to distorts with yees, finflemed, h.. mai
or account might benefit you Why oil got is toed rifle ete
There s no oiliertien, of mows'.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
Corn And Soybean Producers




1. Increased Soybean Storage Capacity
2. Stored Soybeans Covered By U.S.D.A. Warehouse Receipt
3. No Shrinkage Discount On Beans 13% Moisture Or less
4. Faster Unloading Service
5. Separate Corn and Soybean Unloading Facilities
6. Faster Loadout Facilities For Rail Cars and Trucks
7. Market News and Chicago Board of Trade
Teletype Service.
8. Seed, Chemicals, Inoculation, etc.
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Tobacco Crop Being
Damaged By Cutworms
Reports from 16 counties
indicate light to heav)
damage to Kentucky's
tobacco crop from variegated
cutworms.
"In many cases, growers
think armyworms are causing










tomologist in the UK College
of Agriculture. "But the
current tobacco insect
problem has been confirmed
by our diagnostic laboratory -
as variegated cutworms."
Ragged feeding damage
appears to be heaviest on the
lower half of the plant but
considerable damage also is
occurring on the upper half,
according to the entomologist.
Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
duyors of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of




Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404








Also check with the customers who have dealt
with TOM'S...we're sure they'll
agree...you're treated right here!
I
Your Direct Hot-Une to Farm Mochinory At It's Bost.
Just knotimr Service From Tommy's Equip.
Dial Toll Free 753-5299 
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
• TOMMY'S
EQUIPMENT CO.
F M M1. \z
4 i61e_L t 
4 •
AUTHORIZED DIALER
• • OS TEMER ,
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 171-SEDALIA RD MAYFIELD
PHONE 247-6020 AFTER 5 PM -PHONE 7531452
.` OPEN FROM 7.30 AM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
The worms vary in size but
are about two inches long
when fully grown. They have
distinct pale yellow dots on
their back and frequently a
dark "W" shaped area on the
last segment of their back.
During the hot part of the
day, from about 10 a. m. to 4 p.
.m., the worms usually can be
'found "resting" on the lower
leaves or on the soil around
the base of the tobacco plant.
But when it turns cooler, from
about 4 p. in. to 10 a. m., the
worms forage over the entire
plant. They can seriously
reduce yield and quality of
marketable leaves if not
controlled.
There are no insecticides
registered for foliar ap-
plication to tobacco to control
variegated cutworms.
However, several insecticides
are "cleared" for controlling
green peach aphids which also
are present on tobacco plants.
The insecticides effectively
control variegated cutworms
as well as the aphids, Gregory
points out.
"Best control is obtained by
using either Orthene Tobacco
Insect spray or Lannate-
Nudrin at the highest rate
allowed on the labels for
tobacco," says Gregory.
When using ground equip-
ment. apply the insecticide in
at least 40 gallons of water per
acre and use drop nozzles on
the sprayer to cover plants
thoroughly. Spray after 4 p. m.
so there will be plenty of in-
secticide residue on the plants
to kill the worms that will be
actively feeding during the
night and the following
morning."
The entomologist reminds
tobacco growers that labels on
MU, a sucker-control
chemical, specifically state
that it should not be mixed
with insecticides. Therefore,
performance of the in-
secticides or MH cannot be





BOONE, Iowa (AP) —
Erratic crops have forced the
National Corn Growers
Association to push back its
deadline for entries in this
year's corn yield contest.
Leon Todd of Boone,
chairman of the contest, said
Tuesday the final date for
entry has been change4 from
Aug. 15 to Sept. 1.
There are three divisions in
the contest: irrigated, class A
non-irrigated and class AA
nonirrigated.
Class AA non-irigated will
be conducted in Ohio,
Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Michigan, Kentucky, Indiana,
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri and
North Carolina.
The Class A non-irrigated
contest will be held in the
Other states.
Contest fields must be at
least 25 acres. The entry fee is
$15 per field for paid 1977
members. Non-paid members
mist pay $15 for membership
and another $15 for each field
entered.
TWIN CANTALOUPE—Glen and Eva Hale raised this
seven-pound twin cantaloupe, the first they've ever
heard of, on their farm on 94 East.
USDA Reminds Farmers
About Purchase Agreement
The U. S. Department of
Agriculture USDA) has
issued a reminder to wheat
producers concerning the use
of purchase agreements as a
marketing option. •
Under provisions of the loan
and purchase program,
producers who hold 1976-crop
wheat not under Government
Idan are eligible to sign a
purchase-agreement with the
Commodity Credit Cor-
poration (CCC). A purchase
agreement signed now
commits CCC to buy 1976-crop
wheat next March at the loan
rate established in the
producer's county. Under the
agreement, however, the
farmer may still sell the
wheat on the open market
before the March delivery
date. Should this occur, the
farmer need only inform the
MC of the sale and the pur-
tase agreeinent would be
;oided.
Purchase agreements may
play a role in the formation of
the food grain reserve
program announced April 4 by
Secretary of Agriculture Bob
Bergland. The deadline for
signing a wheat purchase
agreement is February 28,
1978. If a producer signs an
agreement on or before
February 28, 1978, that
producer may convert the
purchase agreement to an
extended loan. If the
agreement is converted the
wheat could move directly
into the food grain reserve
program and the farmer
would be paid an additional
$0.20 per bushel to cover the
first year's storage costs.
Farmers who wish more
information on wheat pur-
chase agreements or the food




office of Agricultural Service
Center.
Regulation Revisions
ATLANTA, Ga. — The U.S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA) has propcised a
revision of its meat and
poultry inspection regulations
covering the list of approved
chemical compounds used in
certain processing operations.
Officials of USDA's Food
Safety and Quality Service
(FSQS) said the proposal
would update present
regulations covering the
approved list of chemical
compounds used in scalding
hogs and poultry, cleaning
tripe and sanitizing containers
used in canning operations.
Among the proposed
changes is one to include a
new category in the poultry
Inspection regulations
specifically covering scalding
compounds used in poultry.
Another proposed change
could add additional forms of
sodium silicates to the ap-
proved list of compounds used





It's the Sperry New Holland Twin
R0t0rTM TRIM 70 combine, featuring:
• Twin Rotor Tarreshingl
• Centrifugal separation
— NO STRAVVWALKERSI
• Less crop damage and
loss!
• Unloads at 1/2 bushels
per second!




TR 70 COMBINE NOW!
McKee! Equipment
933nut
753-106."7 Co., Inc. ME
 k
cleaning tripe and sanitizing
containers during the cooling.
and retort phases of canning
operations. These new forms
of silicates would perform
with the same efficiency as
those currently in use.
The proposal would also
require stricter labeling of
compounds which contain
individual chemicals that are..
subject to specific limitations
on their use. This labeling
would be required to include
an ingredient statement on
each container of the com-
pound, as well as detailed
directions for diluting the
compound for use in the plant.
Persons wishing to com-
ment on the proposal should
file their written comments in
duplicate with the Hearing
Clerk, Room 112-A, U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C. 20250,
before the Nov. 9 deadline. To
present oral domments,
persons should contact the
Chemistry Staff, Scientific




Copies of the proposal may































MODELS 44001 6600 AND
MODEL 7700 WITH
4-WHEEL DRIVE
Come in and see
ROBERT BARRM AND TEDDY BEANE
and let us show you how to
SAVE $4,000 to $8,000
on interest charges and insurance
FLEXIBLE BEAN HEADERS
_ ALL SIZES CORN HEADERS
JOHN DEERE HAS THE
LARGEST PARTS AND
SERVICE DEPT IN WEST
KENTUCKY TO KEEP YOU
RUNNING IN THE FIELD
Call Pat Hutson, Parts Mgr Or
Gary "Roe" Langston, Service Mgr.
247-4456
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The Calloway County Chap-
ter .of the Kentucky Young
Farmer Association met
Thursday night at the Murray-
Cal w ay County Area
Vocational Education Center.
.Monbers present were Danny
Cunningham, Max and Shirley
Hughes, Richard Spann,
Bobby Hill, Jamie and Jane
NUS, Steve Rogers, Marty
Carraway, Johnnie and Cathy




coordinator of the Vocational
School welcomed the group to
the school.
Action was taken on several
items of business. An emblem
was designed for the local
chapter. This emblem will be
made available to members
on a special chapter cap later
this fall.
Members were informed by
Johnnie Stockdale, chapter
advisor, of local, regional, and
state production contests.
Areas covered by the contests
include corn, soybeans,
tobacco, beer, dairy, and
swine production. A chapter
winner will be determined to
represent Calloway County in
the regional and state contest.
Awards and prize money will
be given to the regional- and
state winners at the Kentucky
Young Farmer State Con-
vention in Louisville.
Also discussed was the fact
that the Farm Bureau has
made an engraver available
at the Vocational School for
class members to properly
Mark their equipment an
tools. This may be checked out
at anytime.
Anyone involved in
agriculture who wishes to
inquire about the local YFA
chapter should .contact





The Kentucky State Holstein show was held at the state fair grounds Saturday, July 23.
A total of 21 0 animals were shown by Holstein Cattlemen from all parts of the state.
There is-no premium money awarded, the exhibitors collect points for the position
that their cattle are placed by the official judge. The all-Kentucky animals are selected
from the ones with the largest number of points. Until this year the state show had
been rotated to various parts of the state givingteach district a chance to serve lts host
of the state show.
Calloway County had six animals from the Rogers and Shelton Herd. Mike Rogers
took first place honors in the Junior Division with his fall senior calf and she was third
in the open show. Lisa Rogers took second place honors in the dry 3 and 4 year Old
Class with her 4 year old cow.
UK Staff Member Gets Award
Dr. James D. Kemp, meats
researcher and teacher in the
Animal Sciences Department
of the UK College of
Agriculture, has received the
1977 Signal Service Award of
the American Meat Science
Association.
The Association presents
the award annually to
scientists who have
distinguished themselves in
all phases of meats work —
research, teaching and ex--
tension. Kemp received a
plaque and wrist watch.
Kemp is an alumnus of the
University of Kentucky,
receiving a B.S. degree in
Agriculture in 1941 and an
M.S. degree in Animal
Husbandry in 1949. -After
serving on the University of
Illinois staff for three years
and receiving a Ph.D. degree
in Animal Science (Meat
Technology), he returned to
his Kentucky Alma Mater. He
was on Sabbatical leave in
1964 as a Fulbright Research
Scholar in New Zealand.
A productive and prolific
researcher, Kemp has had
More than 100 Scientific
papers published on his ex-
periments involving beef,
pork, Iamb and meats
processing. His early work
with lamb carcass evaluation,
and his pioneering and con-
tinuing research with dry-
cured hams have brought
prestige and recognition to
Kentucky and the Southeast,
according to AMSA.
Kemp received the Meats
Research Award from the
American Society of Animal
Science in 1971 and the
Thomas Poe Cooper Research
award in Agriculture from the
University of Kentucky in
1974.
Much of Kemp's research
work at UK has been closely
related to the graduate school
program. More than 40 of his




The honored UK scientist's
teaching achievements are
equally impressive, according
to AMSA. During his early
career, he taught all UK
meats courses, coached the
judging team and served as an
Extension specialist. Many of
his former judging team
members are now prominent
meat graders holding key
positions with the U.S.
Grading Service. Kemp
received the Distinguish,ed




includes: Serving on the board
of directors of the Louisville
Barrow Show, carcass judge
for state and local beef, lamb
and pork shows, and the of-
ficial judge for the Kentucky
State Fair ham show and sale.
He has served as an official of
the Intercollegiate Meat
Judging Committee. This past
spring Kemp was coordinator
of the Southeastern Meat
Judging Contest.
Kentucky Leads Nation In
Pesticide Applicator Training
Kentucky leads all states in
a nationwide program for
training pesticide applicators
to reduce possible risks of
using restricted pesticides
while retaining their benefits
- to farmers and consumers.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College pf Agriculture
When you -use a recipe that
C.alis for egg yolks, don't
throw away the extra whites.
UK Extension foods
specialists say that—if the egg
sheik were 'clean arid had no
cracks—the whites can be
stored in the refrtgerator for a
few days or frozen for longer
periods and then used later in
cooked dishes Egg whites can
be frozen as they are or put
'through a food mill or sieve
to give a smoother texture.
For refrigerator storage, be

















of anyone who uses or
supervise i the use of certain
pesticides classified by the
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) for restricted
use only. This includes private
applicators such as farmers
and commercial applicators.
So far, 72,500 private ap-
plicators and 10,800 com-
mercial applicators have been






tention to product labeling,
state and federal regulations
and safe use of pesticides.
"Kentucky's leadership in
safe pesticide use is the result
of one of the most massive
training pregrams ever
conducted by the' rtoperative
Extension Service and UK
College of Agriculture," says
Wesley Gregory, Extension
entomologist. The instruction
group includes 15 specialists
in the UK College of
Agriculture at Lexington and
Princeton, experts from in-
dustry and the 120 county
Extension agents for
agriculture located
throughout the state. --
Kentucky leads the nation in
the ' niunber of applicators
trained and in the category of
lowest cost per applicator
trained, according to Gregory.
Certification of pesticide
applicators is handled by the
Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection in
Frankfort. Commercial ap-
plicators are required to pass
a written test, show evidence
that they are adequately in-
sured and pay fees.for cer-
tification and for each piece of
equipment operated.
Private applicators, in-
21, federal ,chicling farmers, are required
certification'ti attend a 2.5-hour training
meeting , conducted by their
local Extension agents for
agriculture. Training and
certification_ are without
charge, and private ap-
plicators are not required to
pass a written examination.
Only pesticide applicatori
who may need products that
are potential candidates for
restricted use classification.
are being certified, says
Gregory. Homeowners and.
backyard gardeners are not
expected to come under the
certification program because
most pesticide products th-
they will need are be
classified by EPA for gener
use. However, the enr/
tomologist warns all users ot
pesticides to follow labe










When you purchase a new Case 43-80 pto hp tractor between July Lot
and Sept .0th you'll receive interest free financing till Jan. 1, 111711.
You get your choice of five farm power choices, each with hydrostatic
power steering, power-take-off, three point hitch and 12 speed syn-
chromesh transmission, all standard
These are the tarots famous foe their fuel efficiency and rehability to
keep you giang no matter how tough the going is So rion't watt. stop in
to your participating (lase dealer and well show you two ways to beat
the heat! See us today
McKEEL
EQUIPMENT te1:11
CO., INC. SC Worm Merin 7531041
rt.
Here's Bobby Spiceland shelling corn
while Josoo and Steve do the binning
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ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM-Five members of the Murray State Racers were named to the pre-soason AN-OVC Team. From loft to
right, they ore Wes Furgerson, Bruce Martin, Hank Lenore*, Eddie McFarland and David Thomas.
FORMER TIGERS-Five former Murray High Tigers or. now members of tho Murray State Racers. They are from left to right,
Doug Shelton, Wes Furgerson, Lindsey Hudspeth, Tony Boone and Keith Tabors.
(Staff Plates by Mike Irwados)
Football Preview





Michigan, Notre Dame, and
Oklahoma: that's how they
stack up alphabetically in the'
Midwest, but take them in any
order desired and one could




Michigan, with only Ohio
State to fight off, is favored to
win another Big Ten football
title; Oklahoma is the choice
in the Big Eight, and Notre
Dame could field its best team
since winning the 1973 national
crown.
The Mid-American.
Conference doesn't figure to
produce a contender for the
national title =but will have a
wide-open race. within its
confines. Ball State will have a
tough time defending the
surprising title it claimed last
year.
Defense is the key for Notre
Dame, which suffered a
couple of unexpected losses in
the offensive backfield. Al
Hunter, who became the first
Irish back to gain more. than
1,000 yards in a season, ran
afoul of university rules and
was suspended. Another blow
was the academic loss of
Willard Browner, who also
was expected to be in the
starting backfield.
All 11 defensive starters are
back including ends Ross
Browner and Willie Fry and
back Luther Bradley. Coach
Dan Devine has picked Rusty
Lisch as his quarterback.
Veterans Joe Montana and
Gary F,orystek are in the
wings.
The Big Ten title showdown
will be at Ann Arbor Nov. 19,
but it :ooks like Michigan all
the way over a tough Ohio
State team.
Even without running back
Rob Lytle and wingback Jim
Smith, who accounted for half
of Michigan's yardage last
season,_ Coach Bo
Schembechler calls his
Wolverines the "most veteran
offensive team I've had in
some time."
The offense centers around
quarterback Rick Leach, who,
although only a junior,
already has played in as many
college games as the
immortal Tom Harmon did in
his career. Harlazi.Huckleby
and Russell Davis will do the
running.
Ohio State tied Michigan for
the Big Ten title last year and
went on to defeat Big Eight
cochampion Colorado 27-10 in
the Orange .Bowl and Coach
Woody Hayes flatly states
We expect to have another
good football team this year."
How good should be
determined Sept. 24 wheii the
Buckeyes take on the powerful
Oklahoma Sooners. Ohio State
should have an explosive
offense with elusive Rod
Gerald at quarterback. Jeff
Logan gained 1,248 yards last
season and is back again. Ron
Springs has great breakaway
poter.tial.
Oklahoma has 18 starters
Free for the Asking!
write
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-
returning and not only is
favored to win the Big Eight
but could claim its third
national championship in four
years.
The Sooner wishbone will be
directed by quarterback
Thomas Lott, who will hand
off to the likes of Elvis
Peacock, Kenny King and
Billy Sims. Lott does not
figure to throw much. He
• attempted 12 last year in the
seven games he played and
completed only two with three
of them being intercepted.
Linebacker Daryl Hunt and
defensive back Zac Henderson
anchor the Oklahoma defense.
There'll be a scramble
behind Oklahoma in the Big
Eight. Colorado has an
awesome offensive line and
Coach Bill Mallory hopes
leading junior c011ege rusher
Eddie Walker will do the job.
Oklahoma State has running
back Terry Miller, a top
Heiman candidate, returning
after gaining 1,600 yards, but
he's about all. Nebraska lost




Southern Cal and Ohio State
last season, could be a factor
in the Big Eight race. Coach
Al Onofrio has Pete Woods
returning at quarterback to
throw to Joe Stewart and Leo
Lewis.




difficulties. But the Cyclones
have running back Dexter
Green, who gained more than
1,000 yards last season.
Kansas has running badits
Billy Campfield and Norris
Banks returning. Junior
college transfer Brian Bethke
and -Mark Vincendese will
battle for the quarterback job
vacated by Nolan Cromwell.
Kansas Sta& has its offense
•
returning intact from a 1-10
season. Wildcat hopes hinge
on quarterback Wendell
Henrikson.
There'll be a wide-open race
in the Big Ten behind,
Michigan and Ohio State with
Michigan State and Minnesota
likely contenders for the No. 3
spot, which could carry with it
a bowl bid.
Michigan State will throw
the ball and score points with
Eddie Smith at quarterback
but the Spartans must
improve their defenses, which
couldn't stop anyone last year.
Minnesota Coach Cal Stoll is
eager to get started with "the
best team I've had since I've
been here. We'll be good on




Wendell Avery appears to
have the job although he lacks
experience.
Iowa will have 16 starters
returning and Bob Commings
expects a good year, "If we
don't lead the Big Ten in
penalties and turnovers again.
I've got a feeling this is going
to be a wacky Big Ten
season."
Indiana's Lee Corso is
chuckfull of jokes because
has the Wire offensive unit
back from last year's Purdue
triumph. Also included is Mike
Harkrader who gained more
than 1,000 yards as a
freshman. If the Hoosiers stay
away from injuries they could
be troublesome.
Wisconsin again will have
its defensive problems but the
Badgers will maintain their
scoring momentum with a
veteran team led by halfback
Ira Matthews.
Northwestern will have its
problems as usual and Purdue
and Illinois will unveil new
coaches. Jim Young takes
over at Purdue and Gary
Moeller at Illinois.
Kansas City Sweeps Series
With Boston; Yankees Win
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
If the Boston Red Sox and
Kansas City Royals wind up in
the American League
playoffs, the home field
advantage might be the
deciding factor.
They don't like to play
here," Royals outfielder Tom
Poquette said Sunday after
Kansas City beat the Red Sox
6-4 on Kansas City's artificial
turf and swept the three-game
series between the division





W L Pct. GB
Boston 71 48 .597 -
N York 72 50 .590 it
Bait 70 50 .583 1,2
Detroit 57 64 .471 15
Cleve 56 66 .459 161/2
Milwkee 55 73 .430 20',2























Baltimore 6, Minnesota 2
Milwaukee 4, Chicago 2
Cleveland 5, Oakland 4
Kansas City 5, Boston 2
New York 6, Texas 2
Toronto 5, California 4
Detroit 7, Seattle 3
Sunday's Results
Minnesota 9, Baltimore 5
Milwaukee 7-3, Chicago 1-6
Kansas City 6, Boston 4
California 3, Toronto 2
Cleveland 4, Oakland 1
Detroit 5, Seattle
New York 2, Texas 1
Monday's Games
New York (Figueroa 12-8) at
Chicago iBarrios 11-4), in
Boston (Wise 9-5) at Min-
nesota imormodsgard 10-9),
in)
Baltimore (Palmer 13-10) at
Kansas City ( Leonard 13-10),
(ni
Mllw.aukee (Sorensen 4-6) at
Texas Blyleven 11-11 ), 1
Cleveland (Garland 10-14 and
Bibby 9-10) at Seattle ( Galasso
0-3 and Montague 5-10), 2, ( t-n
Toronto r Lemanczyk 10-101 at
Oakland Medich 5-6), (ni
Detroit ( Arroyo 6-13) at Cali-
fornia Hartzell 6-7), in)
Tuesday's Games
New York at Chicago, in
Boston at Minnesota, n
tlaltimoreat Kansas City, in )
Milwaukee at Texus, in
Detroit at California, mi






































Los Ang 74 49 .602
Cinci 65 59 .524 .
Houston 57 67 .460 17L2
S Fran 57 68 .456 18
S Diego 55 72 .433 21
Atlanta 43 79 .355 301'2
Saturday's Results
Cincinnati 8, New-York 2
Chicago 5, Los Angeles 4
San Francisco 5, Pittsburgh 1
MontreaI6, Atlanta 3
Philadelphia 5, Houston 4
St. Louis 7, San Diego 1
Sunday's Results
San Francisco 5, Pittsburgh 4
Cincinnati 5, New York 1
Montreal 10, Atlanta 4
Los Angeles 5, Chicago 1
San Diego 7, St. Louis 0
Philadelphia 7, Houston 3
Monday's Games
San Francisco (Barr 11-10) at
Chicago ( R.Reuschel 16-5)
San Diego (Shirley 7-15) at
Pittsburgh (Rooker 10-7), in )
Philadelphia ( Lonborg 8-3 ) at
Atlanta (Hanna 0-1), in)
Montreal ( Twitchell 2-9) at
Cincinnati (Billingham 9-9), in)
Houston ( Richard 12-9) at
New York (Zachry 6-12), (n)
Los Angeles (Hooton 977) at
St. Louis (Denny 7-5),(n)
Tuesday's Games
Houston at New York
San Francisco at Chicago
San Diego at Pittsburgh, (n
Philadelphia at Atlanta, (n
Montreal at Cincinnati, ( n )
Los ANeles  at St. Louis, (n)
the season series 5-5, with
each side holding a 4-1
advantage at home.
Meanwhile, Boston's AL
East lead diminished to one-
half game over New York
when the surging Yankees
beat the Texas Rangers 2-1 for
their eighth consecutive
triumph and 13th in the last 14
games and climbed into
second place when the
Baltimore Orioles, who are
games out, lost to the
Minnesota Twins 9-5.
In the West, the Royals lead
Chicago - the White Sox split
a doubleheader with the
Milwaukee Brewers, losing 7-1
and winning 6-3 --- and
Minnesota by one game and
Texas by lit.
The Royals, who have won
16 of their Mt 18 home games,
broke a 3-3 tie by tagging
Boston relief ace Bill
Campbell for three runs in the
eighth inning. Campbell had
two victories and a pair of
saves in five previous
'appearances against the
Royals.
Yankees 2, Rangers 1
Graig Nettles knocked in
both Yankees runs with a
homer and a double and
reliever Sparky Lyle earned
his 20th save. Lyle was nicked
for a run-scoring single by
Juan Beniquez in the eighth
inning and survived a leadoff
walk in the ninth in preserving
Ron Guidry's 10th victory.
Twins 9, Orioles 5
Lyman Bostock drove in
three runs with a sacrifice fly,
single and home run and Ron
Schueler hurled 4 1-3 innings
of one-hit relief as Minnesota
ended Baltimore's three-game
winning streak. Trailing 5-4,
the Twins chased Rudy May
wth a four-run sixth.
Brewers 7-3, White Sox 14
Brian Downing drove in four
runs with a two-run homer in
the seventh inning and a two-
run single in the eighth as the
White Sox rallied to take the
nightcap. The Brewers won
the opener as Moose Haas
fired a three-hitter, Ken
McMullen's two-run homer
sparked a six-run fourth
inning and Jim Wohlford also
homered.
In the second game, Von
Joshua's leadoff homer gave
the Brewers a 1-0 lead in the
first inning against winner
Steve Renko, who struck out
eight in seven innings in his
American League debut.
Grimsley's Sports World
Angels 3, Blue Jays 2
Jerry Remy's third single
scored Terry Humphrey with
the -*inning run in the seventh
inning while Frank Tanana,
15-7, scattered seven hits and
struck out eight in posting his
20th complete game of the
season.
Indians 4, A's 1
Dennis Eckersley, who has
ptiched a no-hitter and one-
hitter this season, hurled a
three-hitter in handing the A's
their 19th defeat in the last 21
games. Fred Kendall drove in
Cleveland's tie-breaking run
with a seventh-inning
sacrifice fly off loser Rick
Langford and the Indians
added a pair of insurance nuis -
in the ninth inning on an error,
an RBI double by Rico Carty
and a single by Ron Pruitt.
Tigers 5, Mariners 4
A three-run homer by Ben
Ogilvie in the fourth inning
and consecutive shots by
Steve Kemp and Jason
Thompson in the sixth
powered Detroit to its third
victory in a row over the
Mariners. Oglivie's homer
followed a walk to Kemp and a
single by Thompson. Larry
Milbourne cracked a two-run
homer for Seattle.
Ruling Is Another Shod Step
Toward Human Rights In Sports
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
A state Supreme Court
justice's •ruling that
transsexual Dr. Renee
Richards should not be denied
entry itilhe U.S. Open Tennis
Championships at Forest Hills
is another short step toward
full recognition of human
rights in sports.
Pebble. by pebble, there is
erosion of the archaic delusion
that pro sports - with their
commercial tentacles, vast
TV exposure and multi-
million-dollar franchises -
still are nothing more than fun
and games. -
They are as sacred as
motherhood and apple pie_ and it was on that ground that
The government and the Justice Alfred Ascione of New
courts should keep hands off. `York made his landmark
The game is the thing, we are
told by the establishment.
Don't do anything to hurt the
game.
Don't hurt the game? What
about the individual? Is the
game more iniportant than
the player?
Such a tight-minded, self-
serving philosophy has been
responsible for a flood of
revolts, law suits, challenges
and court verdicts in recent
years that have thrown the
structure into_pgre chaos.
It started a century ago
when the establishment held
that black-skinned
descendants of slaves should
not be allowed to play
baseball, football or
basketball. This changed in
the 1940s. It wasn't until the
1950s that Althea Gibson
pierced the racial curtain in
tennis, Arthur Ashe coming
along later. Although black
men have carried bags for
years as caddies, few still
have managed to break into
pro golf.
The next issue invovled
working conditions. The
athlete was denied privileges
given to the bricklayer or the
bank clerk. He became
virtually* the slave of his
owner - property for life, to
be traded or sold at the whim
of his master - until an
arbitrator's - ruling and the
courts brought player
freedom to baseball in 1975.
Football, hockey and
basketball quickly got into
line.
The Renee Richards case is
strictly one of human rights
Kathryn Outland
decision. It wasn't a matter of
giving official blessing to
operations which turn men
into women and vice versa. It
was merely a declaration of
understanding and tolerance
- an American birthright.
Dr. Richards, formerly a
successful eye surgeon named
Richard Raskind, had
suffered years of torment of
wishing to be a woman instead
of a man-- a medical oddity
touching tens of thousands.
Finally the bold and drastic
step was taken - an
operation. Doctors acclaimed
it a success. Richard, a good
sectional tennis player,
became a woman. As a
woman, she wanted to
continue a competitive career.
The U.S. Tennis Association
and the Women's Tennis
Association both over-reacted.
They expressed alarm that
there might be a rash of such
operations. W.E. "Slew"
Hester, USTA president, even
dredged up a 6-foot-8, 240-
pound monster in Texas with
designs on Chris Evert's
crown.
It all was a bit ridiculous.
Anyone who has seen Renee
play -43 years old now, tall,
gawky, slow-footed - should
realize she is not a threat to
anyone. But that is
immaterial. The important
thing is that she is a human
being asking only for human
rights.
Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. Call me-your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.




Dust & Mud OR Pavement
WHY?
Did the City Council, on February 10th, 1977, vote not to accept a
proposal from the State Highway Department to send approx. $350,000.00
to pave, curb and gutter, and place sidewalks and street lights on Glen-
dale Road from 121 to 641.
FOR ANSWERS
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Andy North Wins First Pro
Title At Westchester Classic
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
HARRISON, N.Y, ( AP) —
Andy . North almost skipped
the tournament that provided
him the breakthrough into the
winners' ranks of the pro golf
tour.
P-•-• "I was so discouraged after
the PGA, really down, I didn't
know if I'd even come here,"
North said after winning his
first pro title by two strokes in
the rich Westchester Classic.
"This is the screwiest game
there's ever been," the 6-foot-
4, 27-year-old North said.
"You can play two rounds
exactly the same and shoot 65
one day and 80 the next. It's
just the difference of the ball
bouncing right or wrong,
mating-a putt here and there.
"It's a crazy way to try to
make a living."
North, who missed three
cuts in a row when he was
playing well and feeling good,
came to suburban ,New York
with an aching back and some
reluctance. And he became
the ninth first-time winner this
season, shooting a final-round
par-71 over the hilly, 6,603-
yard Westchester Country
Club course.
His 12-under-par total of 272
was two strokes better than
former Masters champion
George Archer, who came out
of the pack and took second
with a final-round 67.
"I never really got that
close," Archer said. "He
( North ) made a couple of key
putts to save par on the 13th
and 14th. That left him four in
front with four to play and I
didn't have much chance after
that.
"He knew he had it won and
got a little careless at the end.
I really made a charge at him,
but he never lost control."
"I'm just glad we finally ran,
out Of holes," said North, who
bogeyed two of his last three.
"They say the first one is the
hardest to win. I'm glad it
finally came."
North started the mild, hazy
final round with a three-stroke
lead and wasn't really
challenged. His closest
pursuers took themselves out
.with a variety of problems, a
double bogey-bogey start by
Leonard Thompson, double
bogey-bogey by Howard
Twitty on the eighth and ninth
holes, and a double bogey by
Tom Weiskopf on the 11th.
Weiskopf, however, hung on
for third at 72-276, four
strokes back of the winner,
with George Burns, 66, and
Andy Bean, 69, next at 277.
Masters and British Open
champion Tom Watson was
another shot back after a
closing 71. He beat Jack
Nicklaus, who had a closing
66, by one stroke. Watson
picked up $10,200 from the
total purse of $300,000, lifting
his season's money-winning
total to $291,687. He is within
sighht of becoming only the
third golfer to earn $300,000 or
more in a single season.
Nicklaus now has $273,342.
North more than doubled his
season's earnings with the
$60,000 first prize and now has
won $112,687. Archer won
$34,200 and, with $72,568, is
assured of a spot in the top 60
money-winners and an
exemption for next year.
Boryla Injury Takes Pleasure
Out Of Victory For Tampa 134
By TOM CANA VAN
AP Sports Writer
John McKay had waited
more than a year to
experience the thrill of
Victory.
However, it took only one
night to rediscover the agony
of defeat.
It was a jubilant McKay who
said, "This one counts for our
pride," after his victory-
starved Tampa - Bay
Buccaneers upset the Green
Bay Packers-10-7, snapping a
19-game losing streak
Saturday night in a National
Football League preseason
game.
It was a more somber
Tampa Bay coach who
announced Sunday that No.1
quarterback Mike Boryla had
suffered a knee injury in the
game and would be lost for the
season.
"This is the most
devastating single blow we've
had," McKay said after
learning that Boryla's torn
ligaments in his right knee
would have to be surgically
repaired.
"It hurts us. The team
seemed to identify with Mike
while he was in there. We'll
have to put him on the injured
reserve list," he added.
Boryla, who started last
season for Philadelphia, was
signed by the Bucs in early
June when the Eagles forgot
to notify him that he would be
kept during his contract-
ending option year.
Derek Stiiethurst, who until
last week was playing for the
Tampa Bay Rowdies in the
playoffs of the North
Omerican Soccer League,
gave the Bucs a 3-0 lead with a
.22-yard field goal in the second
quarter.
Green Bay took a 7-3 lead in
the third quarter on Randy
Johnson's 28-yard scoring
strike to 011ie Smith, but
Tampa linebacker Richard
Wood recovered a Green Bay
fumble early in the fourth
quarter, giving the Bucs the
ball at the Packers 32. Seven
plays later, Eddie Williams
scored on a one-yard plunge,
giving Tampa Bay its first
victory since 1976.
Other Saturday night games
saw Denver beat Atlanta 10-2,
New Orleans trim Buffalo 20-
17, Chicago down Houston 14-
10, Miami beat Dallas 20-14,
San Diego whip the New York
Giants 29-17 and Pittsburgh
top the New York Jets 26-13.
In Sunday's games, San
Francisco upset Los Angeles
23-14 and Cincinnati edged
Detroit 17-13. New England
visits Philadelphia tonight.
' Pittsburgh's Terry
Bradshaw completed 13 of 16
passes for 125 yards and two
touchdowns as the Steelers
breezed past the Jets. Four of
the completions and one of the
TDs were to Lynn Swann.
Don Strock, trying to usurp
Bob Griese as Miami's No. 1
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Carlton Strikes Out 14, Belts
Homer, To Lead PhDs Over Astros
By BOB GREEN?
AP Sports Writer
Steve Carlton is the
winningest pitcher in the
major leagues, but it is his
hitting that has added a little
extra dimension to the
Philadelphia Phillies.
The big left-hander smashed
his second home run of the
season while hurling a four-
hitter Sunday night for his 18th
victory as the Philadelphia
Phillies defeated the Houston
Astros 7-3, boosting their
National League East lead to
6,2 games over Pittsburgh.
Carlton struck out 14, the
single-game high in the
National League this year,
and tied a club record for left-
handers as the Phils posted
their 17th victory in their last
18 games.
Carlton homered leading off
the sixth inning, extending his
hitting streak to six games. He
has had nine hits in his last 15
Weekend Sports In Brief
By The Asociated Press
GOLF
HARRISON, N.Y. — Andy
North holed a couple of
critical putts and scored his
first victory on the Pro Golfers
Association tour with a 12-
under-par 272 for a two-stroke
triumph in the $300,000
Westchester Classic.
WHEELING, W.Va. —
Debbie Austin sank a three-
foot birdie putt on the 18th hole
to hold off a challenge from





Rutherford inherited a huge
lead when Al Unser dropped
out 27 laps from the finish, and
the popular Texan cruised to
an easy victory in Sunday's
Tony Bettenhausen 200-mile
face for Indianapolis cars.
MOSPORT, Ont. — Patrick
Tambay of France, starting
from the pole position in a
Chaparral Lola T-333, led all




TORONTO — Jeff Borowiak
of the United States upset
eighth-seeded John Alexanderquarterback, fired touchdown
passes of 56 and 69 yards to 6-4, 3-6, 7-6 and advanced to
running back Nat Moore as the men's final in the $160,000
the Dolphins remained Canadian Open tennis
championships.unbeaten-in exhibition play.
In the other men'sJames Harris threw two
semifinal, sixth-seeded Jaimetouchdown passes, a 45-yard
bomb to Charlie Joiner and a Fillol of Chile beat Australia's
31-yard toss to Johnny Phil Dent, 6-3, 6-3.
Rodgers, and Don Goode Czechoslovakian teen-ager
scored on a 34-yard Regina Marsikova outdueled
South African Manse Kruger,interception return as the
6-4 4-6 6-3 to capture theChargers won their second "
game in three preseason women's title. •
outings, against the Giants. NEW YORK — Bruce
Manson of Los Angeles wonNew Orleans' Bobby Scott
the U.S. Men's 21-and-underthrew a 40-yard pass to Larry
tennis championship for theBurton, setting up a one-yard
scoring burst by Tony second straight year.
Galbreath that gave the Saints Manson, 21, got pest third
seed Tim WilkisoiF Or Shelby,a 20-10 lead with three minutes
left in their game against
Buffalo. The Bills closed out
the scoring when quarterback
Ken Johnson hit running back
Curtis Brown on a 53-yard
scoring play.
Craig Penrose threw a 28-
yard touchdown pass to Riley
Odoms and the Denver
defense held the punchless
Atlanta Falcons to 145 total
yards and seven first downs as
the Broncos remained Un-
defeated.
Chicago scored on two
fotarthdown plays, handing
Houston its third loss in a row.
Mike Phipps hit Johnny Musso
with a two-yard scoring pass
and Roland Harper scored
from a yard out in the fourth
quarter for the Bears.
Quarterback Jim Plunkett
tallied on a five-yard run,
putting San Francisco ahead,
then heaved a 48-yard scoring
strike to Kenny Harrison as
the 49ers posted their first
victory this season, against
Los Angeles. The Rams took a
14-0 lead on touchdown passes
by Pat Haden and Vince
Ferragamo, but their offense
sputtered in the second half
when Joe Namath, working
mostlyb with • secondstringers,
completed only six of 15
passes and was sacked
several times.
Archie Griffin scored on a
six-yard run, capping a 71-
yard scoring -drive with the
opening kickoff as Cincinnati
defeated Detroit. Rick Kane, a
rookie running back, scored
twice on one-yard pludges for
Detroit.
Big M Club Meet
Planned Tonight
The Big 14 Club will meet
tonight (Monday) at the
Triangle Inn for a dinner
meeting at 6:30 p.m. the hole. She then easily made
All members are urged tedailhe short putt to capture her
attend thishopecial dinner fifth tour virtory of the sea sor
meeting tonVit. - a long time
N.C., a 17-year-old pro, 6-1, 4-
6, 6-3, 6-4. Manson faltered
only in the second set, which
Wilkison won with a service
break in the seventh game.
Stacey Magnuson defeated
Sandra Collins, her Junior
W ghtman Cup squad





Ulrike Tauber, a 19-year-old
East German student, broke
her 200-meter individual
medley world record with a
timik of 2 minutes, 15.95
seconds at the 14th European
Swimming Championships.
MISSION VIEJO, Calif. —
Alice Browne, 15, set a world
record in the 1,500-meter
freestyle on the closing night
of the National AAI'
swimming championships.
In setting the world record
of 16:24.60, she broke a record
of 16:33.94 set in 1974 by
Jennifer Turrall of Australia






shot put. world record of 73
feet, 234 inches.
The Czechoslovakia News
Agency, C.T.K. said the
record was established at an
international track and field
event at Nitre.
SOFIA, Bulgaria — Cuban
runners Alberto Juantorena
and Alejandro Casanas set
world records at the World
University Games.
Juantorena, the Olympic
double gold medalist, set a
record of 1 minute, 43.43
seconds in winning the 800
meters while Casanas set a







WHEELING, W.Va. ( API —
It took Debbie Austin more
than nine years Uri-win on the
Ladies Pro Golf Association
tour. Now the rest of the pros
Would like to know how long
she intends to keep on
winning. -
Miss Austin won her second
straight tournament and third
in four weeks Sunday by
capturing the ;50,000 Wheeling
LPGA Classic by one stroke
over fast-finishing Hollis
Stacy. Miss Austin, who shot a
67 in Friday's opening round.,
finished with a tournament
record 209 — three strokes
better than any previous
winner in the four-year history
of the Wheeling tournament
Miss Stacy, shooting a 67,
narrowly missed forcing a
playoff as a late rally fell
short. She birdied two of the
final four holes.
Miss Austin held a three-
shot lead over Miss Stacy IA it
three holes to go, but bo
the par-four 16th and ITtti
holes, while Miss St'. her seasonal earnings to more
birdied the 450-yard, par-fix'than $75,000.
18th hole to put the pressurt
right back on. On 18, Miss
Austin's drive struck a cart
path and bounded into the
fairway, while her approach
shot flew onto the back of the
green 'about 40 feet from th,
cup. 0.,
She then went for the cup or,
the long, down-hill putt, just
missing an eagle while rollinE.1
the ball three feet downside of
win out here, and now that I'm
doing it, I want to keep on
doing it some more," Miss
Austin said. "Winning this
tournament means no less to
me than winning any of the
other tournaments I've won
this year, even though it
doesn't pay as much money as
some of the others.
"I love them alL"
Miss Austin held a three-
shot lead over Laura Baugh
entering Sunday's final round,
then got off to a shaky start. At
one time or another, she, Miss
Stacy, Miss Baugh and Jan
Stephenson held or shared the
lead. But Miss Baugh and
Miss Stephenson. experienced
putting difficulties on the back
nine and fell out of contention.
Miss Baugh finished third
and Miss Stephenson fourth.
Miss Stacy was four shots
behind Miss Austin at the start
of play, but collected seven
birdies.
Miss Austin has won more
than $22,000 the past two
weeks, including the $7,500 she
won Sunday, and has boosted
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Serbarbets oho Ni. sot
teaaval their beene-dalawal
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trips to the plate for a .625
average.
In other NL games Sunday,
San Francisco edged
Pittsburgh 5-4, Cincinnati
downed New York 5-1,
Montreal crushed Atlanta 10-
4, Los Angeles defeated
Chicago 5-1 and San Diego
blanked St. Louis 7-0.
The Phillies scored five runs
in the fourth inning against
Houston starter Mark
Lemongello, 5-14. Mike
Schmidt led off with a triple,
Richie Hebner singled, Jay
Johnstone singled and Tim
McCarver followed with his
fifth home run of the year.
Giants 5, Pirates 4
A two-run homer by Darrell
Evans snapped a 3-3 tie and
lifted San Francisco over
Pittsburgh. Evans' 13th
homer of the season came
after reliever Rich Gossage, 8-
8, had walked Rob Andrews
with two out.
It was the Giants' ninth
victory in 10 meetings
between the clubs tliis season.
Gary Lavelle, 7-7, got the
victory.
Rrds5, e
Tom Seaver helped his
cause by scoring twice in
Cincinnati's victory over New
York. The right-hander held
the Mets to just six hits and
retired the first 11 New York
batters.
The Reds took the lead with
a run in the first inning on
Pete Rose's double and a
single by George Foster, and
made it 2-0 in the fifth on
Seaver's double and Rose's
single. Cincinnati broke it
open with three unearned runs
in the eighth.
Dodgers 5, Cubs 1
Pitcher Rick Rhoden had
three hits, including a homer,
and drove in two runs while
hurling Los Angeles past
Chicago. For Rhoden, 14-8, the
homer was his third of the
year. He also capped the
Dodgers' two-run sixth inning
with a run-scoring single.
Padres 7, Cardinals 0
Dave Kingman smashed the
Weekend Sports
Transactions




Placed Brooks Robinson, third
baseman, on the voluntarily
retired list; activated Rick
Dempsey, catcher.
CHICAGO WHITE SOX —
Acquired Don Kessinger,
shortstop, from the St. Louis





the Texas Rangers; removed
Tim Nordbrook, infielder,
from their roster to make
room for Don Kessinger.
National League
PITTSBURGH PIRATES —
Purchased Dale Berra, third




VERSITY — Named Fred
Samara assistant track and
field coach.
sixth grand slam home run of
his career, capping San
Diego's five-run first inning
and powering the Padres over
St. Louis. Padres left-hander
Bob Owchinko, 6-8, was
backed by an 11-hit attack in
gaining the victory.
St. Louis' Lou Brock stole
his 888th base, four shy of Ty
Cobb's career major league ,
mark of 892.
Expos 10, Braves 4
Del Unser drove in four
runs, including two with his
12th home run of the season,
powering Montreal past
Atlanta.
Dave Cash and Unser
delivered RBI in the fourth,
snapping a 4-4 tie Ind handing
Braves starter Dick Ruthven,
4-10, the loss. Don Stanhouie,
9-9, got the victory.
Former Pitcher Killed
PACIFIC, Mo. (AP) —
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday for former major
league pitcher Bob Klinger,
who was one of three persons
killed in a head-on car crash
over the weekend.
Klinger, 69, a resident of
Pacific, Mo., played for the
Pittsburgh Pirates from 1938
through 1943, and compiled a
53-59 record.
He then joined the Boston
Red Sox where he spent two
seasons as a reliever, posting
a 13-2 mark.
A native of. Allenton, Mo.,
the right-handed Klinger had
his best season as a rookie in
1938 when he posted a 12-6
record and had a 2.99 earned
run average.
Brooks Robinson Hanging Up




(AP) — Brooks Robinson,
whose defensive exploits have
earned him a reputation as
one of the finest third basemen
in baseball history, says his
first World Series was his
biggest thrill in a 23-year
professional career.
"The 1966 series has to be
the biggest thrill of my
career," the Baltimore great
said Sunday after announcing
his retirement as a player.
"We were in four, but the first
was the best."
He also said winning the
American League's Most
Valuable Player award in 1964
and a pinch-hit, game-winning
homer he hit in April of this
season also ranked as special
personal moments.
Robinson, who became
known as "The Human
Vacuum Cleaner" for his
defensive excellence, was
regarded the premier third
baseman of his time. His
defensive ability brought him
16 consecutive "Gold Glove"
awards from 1960 through
1975.
The Orioles, who are
embroiled in a furious battle
with the New York Yankees
and Boston Red Sox for the
American League East title,
asked Robinson to step down
because they wanted to
activate catcher Rick
Dempsey.
"Our club will be a little
stronger this way," said
Robinson. "I wish I had 20
more years."
"I knew when I came back
I'd get a lot_ of playing time if
the young guys didn't play
well," said Robinson, 40.
"Just the opposite happened
though. The young guys have
performed extremely well."
"It's not really that big of a
transition since I've been a
coach all year," he said.
Robinson said he would
remain as a coach through
this season, but that he would
then leave baseball.
"I have no ambitions to be a
coach or manager," said
Robinson.
"Despite the logic of the
move, it was a very difficult
decision to make, considering
Brooks' tremendous
achievements and the love we
all have for him," said
Baltimore general manager
Hank Peters.
In 23 seasons, Robinson
played in 2,896 games and had
2,848 hits, 268 home runs and
1,357 runs batted in. He hit 117
with 28 homers and 118 RBI in
his 1964 MVP_ sepon.
Robinson hit only .149 with
one homer and four runs
batted in while making 47
plate appearances this season.
However, the homer was a
three-run pinch-hit blast off
Dave LaRoche in the bottom
of the ninth inning that
boosted Baltimore to an early-
season victory over Cleveland
April 19.
Your Ears Pierced FREE
With a purchase of piercing earrings
$799
flit Prehrs.mal Nowt., .4.1* 'COY won
St11•40 alleripet. I•010-10111( SO•9. 01 wealth
stonles, steel poore.rog Otmls PeresWel













Saturday, August 27, 1977 - 7:00'
TOTAL PURSE $1650











3500 lb. 5000 lb. 6500 lb.
class class class
1st $100 $100 1 $100 1st $200 $200 $200
2nd 50 50 50 2nd 100 100 100








Twin Lakes Four Wheelers Rules Will Be Used
ENTRY FEE $10.00
Admission ONLY $2.00 Adults
Children Under 6 FREE
For Further Information Canted Gary Crass 753-2863
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MAW TO SCHICK LOVES 'JERRY'S FACE
P 0 Box 9126, St. Paul, Minnesota 55191
Enclosed is the name 'SCHICK" from the TO°
n,;f of any package of Schick Blades Please
: Contribute 50S to the Muscular Dystrophy
Association and send me a 50t cash refund
OR







This official Lorder form must accompany your
correct proof of purchase and may not be
rePrOduced Sorry, no clubs or orgsnizations are
eligible Limit one offer per name or address
Offer good only in United States and is cod
where taxed or restricted by law. Allow 4-6
weeks for shipment.
OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 31,1977
ONLY
Shop Where The Savings
Are GreatermSav-Rite
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Suits Planned On Iris Sleepwear
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
chairman of the Consumer
Product Safety Commission
says his agency is prepared to
file court suits nationwide as
part of a new drive to halt the
sale of children's sleepwear
treated with Iris.
The commission decided on
the strategy after it completed
Crossword Puzzler Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
23220 32214
.3A33 32ANAM
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Iii'tr Lo. United Feature tt,yndic., e.
a new survey showing
continuing sales of garments
treated with the fire-retardant
chemical linked to cancer in
animal tests, says S. John
Byington.
"Retailers ought to stop
selling these garments or
they'll probably find
themselves in court with the
codsumer Product Safety
Commission," Byington said
Sunday night in a telephone
interview.
The case-by-case drive
against Tris is an alternative
to the commission's
nationwide ban against the
sale of garments treated with
the chemical. The ban,
imposed in April, was voided
in June by U.S. District Judge
Robert Chapman in Columbia,
S.C.
Chapman ruled that the
agency failed to observe
proper procedures in
imposing the ban.
Rather than wait for a U.S.
appellate court to rule on a
request to reinstate the ban,
consumer safety com-
missioners decided to file
individual suits in selected
cases where they fourid Tris-
treated garments for sale,
Byington said.
The first suit, filed last
Friday, resulted. in- a
temporary order from a
federal judge in New York
ordering R.H. Macy & Co.
department stores to stop
selling the clothing. A hearing
on the suit is scheduled for
Sept. 22.
We're hopeful that with the
Macy's case and with two or
three more cases this week,
most retailers will understand
we are now back in the market
attempting to remove those
'garments," Byington said.
"Unless they want to litigate
the right to sell Tris-treated
garments, most would just
take them off the shelves. I
wouldn't want to argue the
right to sell Iris-treated
garments. It's bad public
policy and bad customer
relations."
The commission; concerned
about earlier surveys that
showed the sleepwear still on
sale, had its personnel buy
children's pajamas across the
country for several days
earlier this month. The
clothing was later tested in
laboratories.
While the percentage of
Tris-treated garments
purchased is not yet known,
the preliminary results
persuaded the commission to
launch the new campaign,
Byington said.
Some stores selling the
sleepwear may have been
unaware that they had the
clothing treated with Iris on
their shelves; he said. An
attorney for Mary's said that
out of 125,000 children's
pajamas and nighties in stock
at the company's 76 stores, the









.. NO, YOU CAN'T GO
TO THE MOVIES---
AND A FEW TEARS
  WON'T CHANGE
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IT'S NICE TO KNOW THAT
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118 St. 12* 733-0035
Fro, Porltiatv At floe; Door
OF COURSE IF I KNOW
SPIKE NEP 60 AROUND
THE WORLD FOR A
FREE ROOT BEER!
DO YOU REALIZE THIS
15 THE THIRD HELMET
YOU'VE RUtNED THIS
MONTH 2!
4I'M GLAD DIANA'S IN 
FORGET 
SHE'LL
THE NEW JOB. Top THAT
HAN250ME BACHELORS„ MASKED'
DR. HENRY AND SVEN .., PERSON
WELL,WHATARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
THIS REA./ y iS —NATHAT—
RIDICULOUS — BUT I PONT






I DON'T KNOW WHETHER
TO EAT IT OR
WEAR IT!







IVIurray Ledger & Times
Viewers Have Trouble
Recalling Commercials
The marketing research division
of the Houston Chronicle has con-
ducted a study of the coverage
provided through television com-
mercials. The analysis concludes
that , although the "viewership
scores alone. . . are respectable and
somewhat comparable to the levels
of recall of print ads," the high cost
of TV spots does not make Houston
TV commercial audiences cost-
efficient.
The study said that the data
collected shows that "because of TV
clutter, only the most expensive and
lavishly produced commercials are
remembered." Responses from
2,767 persons showed that of the 732
who were watching TV between the
hours of 5 and 7 p. m., 93 per cent
could recall the program they were
watching at the timeHhey -were
phoned by interviewers.
But just 22 per...cent of the viewers
could recall something about the
commercial they had last seen
before the phone call. Sixteen per
cent recalled the brand and-or store
name mentioned in the last com-
mercial. and 17 per cent remem-
bered the action that had taken
place in-the ad. Only 8 per cent of the
viewers could recall any other
commercial besides the last one
131,97(A.
The Chronicle also measured how
many people were actually iden-
tifying the commercials. correctly
and found that only 4 per cent of the
viewers correctly identified the last
commercial they had seen. "Also 53
per cent of the commercials men-
tioned were not even run in the half-
hour time span measured, in-
dicating that the respondent had
missed or forgotten all the com-




A Newspaper Advertising Bureau
study says that eight out of 10
shoppers brought into a store by
newspaper advertising make some
kind of purchase. And they spend as
much on other goods as they do for
the advertised items. according to
the study, which was presented to
the 66th Annual Convention of the
National Retail Merchants
Association.
The NAB measured the response
to advertising for seven items in
seven stores in major metro
markets in the U. S. and Canada.
The bureau reported that 60 per cent
• 
of the customers shopping for an
item the day after the store ran a
newspaper ad had seen the ad.
Among the customers attracted to
the store by newspaper ads, 60 per
cent bought the advertised -item; 34
per cent bought the advertised item
plus some other merchandise in the
store; 21 'per cent bought only other
merchandise, and 19 per cent bought
nothing.
Among all shoppers interviewed.
75 per cent said they hadread a daily
newspaper "yesterday." Nearly
half said tgey watch for ads when
considering buying something.
gr)
Newspaper advertising Pays dividends!
We'll help you design an effective
regular advertising program that
will fit your merchandizing needs.
Call today: 7-53-1919
Murraye Ledger & Times
... ,












submitted by 12 noon
the day before
# ublication.
RimPace safe & fast WM
Getout Tablets & E-Yap
'Water pills" NoMad Orli,
109 S. Mi.
THE ANSWER to any
question you may have,
the solution to all
problems are found in
The pages of Gods' in-
spired word, The Holy
Bible. Jesus says in
Matthew 6-33. "But seek
ye first the kingdom of
God. and his
righteousness; and all
these things shall be
added unto you." For
further inforamtion





bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
THIS IS NOT & 1011
IT'S AN ADVENTURE
Jets. Nuclear submarin,
Faraway and exotic plat
The Navy is hard work.
ics like no other job on earti,
career training Top benefit,
Great future.
For inure information call
your Navy Recruiter collect
at. S02-443-4289
5 lost And Found
LOST, STRAYED or






 NEED BABYSITTER in
my home. Monday
through Friday. Call













Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.





Salary, $4.04 per hour.
At least two years ex-
perience in • an
established automotive
repair shop. Experience
in small two or four




















worker. 5 p.m. to 12





keep 3 children (first
grade, kindergarten and
baby in my home 8-4:30
Monday through Friday,










Discounts on all existing in-
ventory.
We'd rather sell it to you at a
lower price than move it.
Dunn Furniture
& Appliance
Uncle Jeff's Center 753-3037
6 Help Wanted
EXPERIENCED cook
wanted. Send resume to
Box 32N, Murray.
WOMAN TO KEEP 15
month old girl and do
light houseKeeping from





from 7 p. m.-11 p. in. in













WANT TO BUY - Good
used mobile homes. Call
527-8322.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric. 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
USED STORAGE




plastic coated type. Call
.Puryear-- 901-247-5116
after 6 p. m.
GOOD USED mobile
home. Call 489-2187.
WANT TO BUY A used
freezer in good con-
dition. Call 753-4659.
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired




1971 V. W. Van, sunroof, $1625.00.
1973 White IH Travelall, loaded to pull
camper, $2895.00.
1973 Maroon Ford Pickup, sharp, big V-8
engine, $2425.00.
1972 Bronco, 4 wheel drive, sharp, $2850.00.
1976 Scout Pickup, 4 wheel drive, automatic,
V-8, $4850.00.
1977 Ford Super Cab, like new, loaded.
1974 IM Pickup, loaded, $1995.00.
1973 International pickup, $2,200.00.
1968 GMC pickup, $1,000.00.
kee David Taylor at...
Taylor Motors Inc.
SOF Smith 44 751-1372
15. Articles For Sale
AK AND HICKORY
seasoned tobacco sticks




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 3-4"
at -$9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
StyOfoam insulation --
12" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stal- os at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. ('lost cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. util 3:00.
COLLECTORS ITEMS 5
complete sets of "Libby
- Gold Leaf" glasses.
service for 8. From the
small brandy glass to




15 Art:cles For Sale
MATCHING COUCH and
chair, girls almost new
bicycle, 8 x 12 shag rug
and pad. Like new. Call
753-4684.
USED GAS STOVE and






sticks, 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
NEW 1975 Yamaha 200,
electric. Only 200 miles.
Four months warranty
left. Also 16 ft. Cherokee
camper with air. Call
753-4578.
GAS STOVE, 30 gallon
gas hot water heater and
portable black and white
T. V. Call 436-5420.,
LUMP OR EGG coal
delivered. Call or write




cabinet, 1 year old. $150.
Call 759-1141.
T. V. ANTENNA. Good











beds, tables. Call 753-
1303.
FUEL OIL furnace,
blower and tank. Ex-
cellent condition. Cheap.
Call 753-3835.
-CANON EX camera, 50
mm, 35 mm wide angle
and 75 mm telephoto





275 GALLON fuel oil tank.
Sound. Call 474-2390.
16. Home Furnishings
ROYAL GAS cook stove










springs. Breakfast set, 2
hide-a-bed sofas, with
matching chair, and
1977 RCA console color
solid state T. V. 753-1673.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.
Electric welder, 50 amp
and miscellaneous





209 Colors of Pater-
nayan needlepoint.
yarns, 9 cents strand or
$1.70 ounce (of one
color). 129 colors Elsa,
Williams crewel em-
broidery yarns. Com-
plete color line of
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth for counted .
thread 'embroidery.
Three types linen* on
bolts. Complete line
latch hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits and
complete line of ac-
cessories for each
needle art or needle
work. 15 4er cent
discount for senior
citizens. Time: Monday
thru Saturdays 10 a. m.
to 9 p. m., Sundays 1-9.




NEW SHIPMENT - Need
furniture ,,F hedding buy
now and ,,1%e before
price in, case Sep-
tember 1st Sale prices
on all bc,i,brig during
August.' shipment
metal bast. 'A all, broom
and cabinets.
Carraway 1.'urniture,
105 N. 3rd. :i3-1502.
KING SIZE niattress and
springs. $l)ii Five years
old. Call 77:-5995 after 5
- p. m.
PORTABLE BLACK and
white T. V , %O. Stack
washer and dryer, $75.
Call 759-1204 after 3:30 p.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES




45 JOHN DEERE com-
bine, 426" power take
off auger Graft>, flow
grain bed Call 75J-0670.
55 JOHN DEERE com-
bine. Cab robot and






Products has them all!
Call 753-3000 or 753-9920.
20 Sports Equipment
1412 FT. STEURY bass
boat. 1975 70 h. p.
Johnson, 2. fuel tanks, 2
batteries. Motor Guide
trollihg 1:,,lor and tilt






sleeps 8. 1900. Ski boat,
trailer and motor. $450.




Also hardware sails and
accessories. Ky. Lake
Sails, Hwy. 62, Calvert
City, Ky.
22 Musical



















A.00l Costly Meow !emirs
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Name wood owl 01*."1 M
'ow* Co ow atm soy sossIsisti e.tN Ols
is liaised.






icebox, $135. Six ft.
poplar bed with mat-
ching dresser, $140.
Poplar wig dresser, $95.



















wheels and tires. $40
each. Call 436-2149.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.








27 Mobile Home Sales
1972 TORONADO 12 r 52.
City water and gas,
underpinned and ready




1974 BELLE-MEADE 62 x
° 12 3 bedroom Ps baths,




natural gas heat. Large
fenced yard. No. 18
Shady Oaks. Call 753-
3735 after 4.
1975 12 & 50 SAVANNAH
mobile home and lot
near Aurora. Call 474-
2378 after 5:30.
DOUBLE • WIDE mobile
home, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, living, dining
room, and den. Call 489-
2181.
WELL TAKEN care of -
must see. 1969 60 x 12
Style Mar mobile home,
3 bedroom, 11/2 bath,
large living room,. full
kitchen with appliances,
full bath with double
basins and shower.
Underpinning, _ 100'
gallon hot water heater,






12 x 52 MOBILE home.
$5,000 or $1500 and take
over payments. Call 759-
1039.




12 x 60 2 BEDROOM






Due to our many sales we
need all types of listing's
Call Us And We Will
Assist You In Pricing
Your Property To Sell.
Our Professionals
are ready to serve you!
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
27 Mobile Home Sales





see to appreciate. Call
753-9785.
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home located 3 miles
South of Murray. Call
753-9539 after 6 p. m.
30 Business Rentals
FOR SALE OR RENT
4000 sq. ft. office and
warehouse. Will finance
for qualified buyer. Call
753-7244 after 6 p. m.
OFFICE SPACE con-
sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
31 Want To Rent
BURLEY BASE needed.
Call 753-6316.
COUPLE WANTS to rent
house in country. Call
753-7804 after 5 p. m.
32 Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED 2
bedroom apartment.
Couples. No pets. Call
753-6931.
33 Rooms For Rent
ONE SLEEPING room
for nice college girl. Cal}
753-3861.
34 Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM
house 6 miles from- -
Murray, off Highway
280. $150 per month. Call
436-2149.
FOUR ROOM house, hot
and cold water. Call 492-




months old. Never bred.
250 lbs. $100 each. Cali
753-0804 after 7 p. m.
REGISTERED Angus
bull from Key Farms
herd. 2+ years old.
Extra nice. Perry





years old. $25. Good with
children. Must go to
good home. Call 4374493
after 5 or weekends.
AKC ReGISTERED
femalel-Cocker. Four
months old. Blonde with





ready to go. Call 901-648-
5774 after 5 p. m.
AKC REGISTERED
Beagles. Hunting stock,
male and fetriale. Call
492-8861.
30 GALLON aquarium
and 20 gallon aquarium
with stand. Call 753-1700
38 Pets Supplies
DOBERMAN PUPPIES,
AKC registered reds and
blacks. Raised with




Dachshund, 7 weeks old,
male, $65. Call 753-8706.
39 Poultfl Supplies
ONE HEN AND 9 half
grown chickens. White
rock. $1.50 each. Call
753-0804 after 7 a m
40 Produce
WATERMELONS for
sale. Any amount. L. T




located only it block






garden area. This is an
unequalled housing
opportunAty so better act
fast! Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We are working
hard to provide the best
possible service to you.
,OKOPIIRUDREALTin




The MurrarCalloway County Hospital Board
hereby solicits bids for the construction of a
"Professional Office Building" on the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital site in Murray, Ken-
tucky.
Bids will be received for the following
package(s) by Construction Cost Consultants of
Kentucky, Inc. the agent of, and the Construction
Manager for, the Hospital Board. Bids will be
deposited in the Board room at the Hospital, 803
Poplar, Murray, Kentucky on or before the date
designated below for each package.
BID PACKAGE NO. 2
AUGUST 25, 1977 2:00 P.M., C.D.T.
Structural Steel; Composite Metal Floor
Decking; Miscellaneous Metals
DIVISION 5
Section 5A -Structural Steel
Section 5B - Composite Metal Floor Decking
Section 5C - Miscellaneous Metals
BID PACKAGE NO. 3
AUGUST IS, 1977 2:00 P.M., C.D.T.
DIVISION 14
Section 14A - Elevators
Section 14B - Alternate Elevator
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder or
acceptable sureties in an amount equal to five
per cent (5%) of the bid shall be submitted with
each proposal. The successful bidder will be
required to furnish and pay for satisfactory per-
formance and payment bond. Attention is called
to the fact that not less than minimum salaries
and wages, as set forth in the specifications,
must be paid on this project.
Issuance of documents will be limited to two (2)
sets per prime contractor upon payment of
deposit of $25.00 per set.
Deposits will be refunded to those submitting a
bid on the project upon return of the plans in
usable condition not later than fifteen (15) days
after bid date.
Plans and Bid Documents will be available to
qualified bidders at either of the following
locations:

















Associated General Contractors of Western Ky.
Paducah, Kentucky.
•
Gresham & Kerr, John Keeling Associates
Paducah, Kentucky
Construction Cost Consultants of Kentucky, Inc...
Owensboro, Kentucky
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board
reserves the right to reject any or all bids or to
waive any informalities in the bidding. No bid
shall be withdrawn for a period of sixty (60) days
subsequent to the opening of bids without consent
of the Owner.
Want Ad Sale
The Classified Ad section of the Murray Ledger and Times is
having a sale on classified ads all during the month of August
1977. The Sate is open to everyone for every section on the
classified page,. small reader ,ads or 'classified display ads as
long as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run throe consecutive days
No changes will be mode in copy
.'Paiddays will run first '
v No rebate will bb given if ad is cancelled before expiration
All Standard Rates On Classifurd Display
And Classified Ads Will Remain In Effect





Jim Adams Food Liners
rt.




















e.ist off 94 rr Hale Road.
R'e building spot near
Nlurray and Kv
98 acres near lake, road
on tx% ii sides. Good
developing property or




Luxurious 4 bedroom, 2
bath home in excellent
neighborhood. Central
gas heat, central
electric air, den with
fireplace, LARGE
bedrooms, abundant
closets, gas grill on
patio, well landscaped
lawn with lots of
TREES. Priced in the
40's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REM-TY, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
SITY - The price is right
and so is the location,
close to the university on
quiet residential street.
Four bedrooms and 2
baths with lots of living
area. Fenced backyard
and living room with
fireplace are some'of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, or come by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Math Street.
OLD HUIE FLORIST
property at 15th and
Poplar for sale. Call 753-
1320. 
•
LOVE TREES? Then you
will love this beatififUl- 4
bedroom home with 3'2





garage, 4 miles from
city limits on blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? Shown by ap-
pointment only. $65,000.
; Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724. •
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THRIFTY THINKING -
Just listed this economic
and comfortable 2
bedroom brick home on
large lot 6 miles west of
Murray. Solid con-
struction. hardwood
floors, low utility bills
and a very neat home






NEED A good tree for
squirrel hunting? We
have it. Claimed to be
the best hiuding area
around. Included with
the tree are ap-
proximately 11 wooded
acres plus 1 tendable
acre. All for $325 per
acre. Call today for
inside information.
Loretta Jobs Realtors -
753-1192.
WE HAVE several pieces
of lake property
available including
some choice water front
lots. Ask to see our
- water front lots right on
the - lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtpr, 505




is for the person that is
looking to the future.







Duality Materials; Experienced Crews
Sizes to accommodate all needs
laCenter, Ky. 42056
P.O. Box 567 Call Collect - 502-224-2625
SALES CAREER
LIMITED TRAVEL
We ere manufacturers of chemical specialities for the industrial,
institutional end commercial inerkots.
If you or. o bard worker with a strong desire to succeed, (soles
itsperniose optional) we will invest our time end money to help
you become successful.
$200 to $350 weekly draw and incentives against liberal coin-
missioos. Expense allowance while training. Excellent fringe
benefits.
Interview Monday end Tuesday.
CALL GEORGE FOUST IN
PADUCAH
PHONE 502-442-7341.
If unable to roach, send resume to:
DELTA FOREMOST CREMICAL
P.O. box 30310, Memphis, Tenn. 30130




MURRAY S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
1517 JOHNSON BLVD.
A good brick nested in a beautiful wooded lot.
Has 13'42 x 201,2 living room, separate dining
room, a big 11 x 11 kitchen and 3 good size
bedrooms, all carpeted, carport. Priced ,..gt
$30,000.
DONALD R IIKKER A fUll SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Pr,D 4CSVortui SuiespeopH" o %erve y .
Joe L. Kennon   436 5676
Chuck Shuffett   753 4560
Patricia Miller   753 7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.O.D. . 753.1930
meltbe, Inc; Serv,e m
48 ACRES ON Highway
1836, approximately 35
acres lendable. Hill
Adams farm. Call 489-
COMMERCIAL COR-
NER LOT. 200 ft. on US-
641 and 300 ft. plus on
paved side road. Will
sell all or part. Priced
for fast sale. Call
Stinson Realty, 753-3744.
NEAT FOUR BEDROOM
frame home located on
94 East. Home includes
some wall to wall car-
peting, roomy kitchen





Situated on 4 acres just
VI miles from lake. For
more information, call





202 Smith 4111 Street
Mimeo /53-3243
LOT 6 S - Rockcastle
Shores - Barkley Lake.
$1800. R. L. Bolding,
Kitchell Ave., Pana, Ill.
62557.
35.5 ACRES, allienced. 30
• acres tendable. Three






Large 3 and 4 bedrooms.
Fine quality. Will
consider a trade to help
with finances. Call 753-
3672.
THREE BEDROOM
frame house. Den carpet
and insulated. Lot 55 x
250. 419 South 8th. Call
753-4138 after 6 p. m.
weekdays.
BY OWNER 3 bedroom,
112 bath, family room-
kitchen, wall to wall
carpet, 3 walk-in closets,
economical gas central
heat, central air with
thermostate control.





BY GIVNER 3 bedroom
brick on large lot. Five
miles South on 121. Call
753-7708.
IMMEDIATE OC-
CUPANCY 3 bedroom, 2







bike, like' new with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-2216.
1975 HONDA CL-360. Less
than 1,000 miles. Brand








Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226
1976 1 i TON Chevrolet
Silverado pickup truck
Less than 25,000 miles
Clean, power steering
and brakes, air, radio
Bed carpeted. Perry
Harrison, Route 2, 753-
1623.
"ALL YEAR WE PLANNED TO GET
AWAY FROM IT ALL AND HERE WE
ARE TAKING IT WITH US."
FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size




1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double







!tides. $1000. Call 753-
2987.
1961 INTERNATIONAL 2
ton truck. Good con-
dition. Call 1-345-2291.
1968 BUICK Le Sabre.
Four door. Local one
owner. Call 753-4010.
NICE 1971 BUICK.
Skylark, power, air good
condition. $1295. Call
527-7879 after 6 p. m.
anytime weekends.
1970 GRAND TORINO
GT. 429 4 barrel. Good
mechanical condition.
Call 753-5764.





very good condition. No
rust. $525.00 or trade for
van. Call 753-0329.




MUST SELL 1973 Mazda,
1974 Vega station




pickup, Series 110. Good
motor. Uses no oil. Call
436-2389.
1972 CAPRI 2000 CC.decor
group, vinyl top. Manual
4 speed transmission.
AM-FM, 8 track. Good
condition. Call 753-6706,
ext. 10.
1971 TORINO Gi. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1973 MAVERICK 2 door, 6
cylinder, automatic
shift, power steering, air
condition. Call 753-3751.
1973 BUICK REGAL. All
power and air. Extra
clean. Call 7534358.
1975 DODGE V-8, pickup,
38,000 miles. Good tires.
Excellent condition. Call
924-5291 after 6 p. m.
1964 FORD GALAXIE.
Very good condition.







fuel injected, four speed.
Air condrtioned.
Luggage rack, cassette
player. $1200. Call 753-
9298.
BLACK 1977 GMC short














• 124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
Ky. Call 522-8507.
SIX PACK camper 6' x 6',
50 lb. icebox, table,
closet and storage
space, and sleeps 2
comfortably. Fits
Datsun pickup. $375.
1631 Farmer Ave. or call
753-0475.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week Call 753-0605.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall




exterior Ri the hour or




Ingredients: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, living rro.r11, (fining
room, rec room in basement. Garnish with large sun deck
and 2 car carport and let stand in the (enter of
magnificent lot. For extra measure top off vitt h large trees




and air. Rocket wheels,
. new tires, .new air
After Roues:.hocks. Good clean car. Loretta Jobs- 7534079
Call 489-2188 after 5 




















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.










steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July














Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
QUALITY mina
Company Inc. Air con-

















roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
di trim. Call Jack






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call




and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
LICENSED ELEC.*
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,




436-2712 after 6 p.m.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
TREE TRIMMING and












Johnson, P.O. Box 678,
Murray, 753-8025.
ELECTRICAL WIRING









by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
-DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,







coating and repairs. Fry
estimates call 753-1537.
FENCE SALES at Seats
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimatesfor yo''
NEED TREES cut, ot
light hauling. Call 753t
4707.
WILL HAUL LIME or








dog, less than 1 year old.
Part Border Collie. Call
753-4348 after 5 p.m.
Peered, reedy to use. Or hey • 111-11eid end sem Complete and
reedy te essesoble SA up to 24s611 sierelord, MO wM prom, say she
omelet Sep rim rut Ow come to Condom boat end bey the boot
for less.
ammimECUSION BUILT POOTAIllf 753-09$4 
1616 KIRKWOOD - Brand new 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick veneer just loaded with
Lovely ceramic tiled kitchen floor and cabinet
tops. Poppy dishwasher and range. Charming
family room with fireplace. Large bedrooms.
Custom made draperies included. Garage. Out-




105 N. 12th Street
Audio Moody 753-9036
753-11080 Barbara Erwin  753-4136
Warren Shropshire  753-8277
omer Miller  753-7519
(This alphabetized pogo will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)
Radio, Television & CI Radio Repair Service
General Electric Customer Care. We can do 6. E. *arranty service.
Hwy. 94 East
9 a. m. to 9 p. m. Tues., Wed. and Thurs. 9 a. m. to 10 p. m. Fri. and











Tidwell Lawn & Bulldozing
Garden Equipment
Prompt, dependable


















Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control














The funeral for Kevin Lee
Pritchett of Alrno Route One,
Dexter Community, is being
held today at two p.m at the
Dexter Church of Christ.
where he was a member, with
Bro. John L. Hicks and Bro.
Kenneth Hoover officiating.






Smith, and Bill Garland. His
classmates, members of the
f I.
Kevin Lee Pritchett
Junior, Class of Calloway
County High School. are
serving as an honorary group.
Interment will be in the
Murray Memorial Gardens
with the arrangements by the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
The young man, age 15, died
Saturday at 12:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His untimely death
followed a short illness. Born
September .13, 1961, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of Willis Ford Pritchett
and Cora Mae Puckett Prit-
chett.
Survivors are his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ford
Pritchett, Almo Route One;
two brothers, Roger Wade
Pritchett, Almo Route One,
and Anthony Wayne Pritchett,
Columbus, Ohio; grand-





The funeral services for
Mrs. Edna Shepherd McPhee
of Milan, In., formerly of
,Marshall County, will be held
today at three p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home With the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe officiating and
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Burial will follow in the
Union Ridge Cemetery in
Marshall County. •
Mrs. McPhee, age 70, died
Saturday at ten a.m. at the
Jackson General Hospital.
Jackson, Tn. Ste was the wife
of D. 0. McPhee, who died
February 16, 1976, and was
making her home with a
newphew, Joe Sins of Milan,
Tn., at the time of her death.
Survivors are two sisters,
Mrs. Harry (Sadie Shepherd
Henson and Mrs. Charles H.
(Reva Shepherd) Prince, both
of Benton, and several nieces
and nephews.
Born February 2, 1907, in
Marshall County, she was the
daughter of the late Robert A.
Shepherd and Ida Sanders
Shepherd.
Mrs. Thornton Is
Dead At Age 91
Mrs. Frosie Thornton of
Murray Route Three died this
morning at 4:50 a.m. at the
Calvert City Convalescent
Home. She was 91 years of
age.
The deceased is survived by
four daughters, Mrs. Louise
Purdom. Murray Rout ei Six.
Mrs. Dorothy Wynns, Nash-
ville, Tn., Mrs. GeneIla
Knight, Centralia, Ill., and
Mrs. Laurine Lassiter, Bailey,
N. C.: two sons, Edward
Thornton. Milwaukee, Wisc.,
and Joe Hall Thornton.




incomplete: but friends may
call at the Max Churchill





Funeral services for Mrs.
Homer Mittie) Taylor of
Puryea;, Tn., were held
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
Puryear - Baptist Church.





Mrs. Taylor, age 82, died
Friday at the Henry County
General Hospital, at Paris.
Survivors include her
husband; two dalfghters, Mrs.
Charlie Lee Mohundro.
I.ansing, Mich., and Mrs.
Avenell White, Puryear, Tn.;
three sisters, Mrs. I.. D.
Valentine and Mrs. Elfie Orr,
Puryear, Tn., and Mrs.
Lavona Key, Paris, Tn.; two
brothers, Doyle Nichols,
Detroit, Mich., and Orville
Nichols, Gore. Okla.
Mrs. Joe A. Smith
Dies At Hospital
Mrs. Joe A. (Aubrey San-
ders) Smith of Mayfair Drive,
Mayfield, died Sunday at 6:10
a.m. at the Community
Hospital; Mayfield. Her death
followed an extended illness.
The deceased was a
member of the Walnut Street
Baptist Church, Benton. Born
in Paris, Tn., she was the
daughter of the late F. B.
Sanders and Ima Buchanan
Sanders.
Mrs. Smith is survived by
her husband, Joe A. Smith, to
whom she was married on
February 15, 1925: one
daughter, Mrs. William E.
(Audrey) Cole, Bradford, Tn.;
two sons, Robert L. Smith,
Mayfield, and James C.
Smith, Coeurd'Alene, Idaho:
two sisters, Mrs. W. H. Avai
Leavell, Louisville, and Mrs.
John C. Corriei Gillespie,
-Phoenix, Ariz.; one brother,
Raymond W. Sanders,
Phoenix, Ariz.; nine grand-
children; one great grand-
child.
The funeral arrangements
are incomplete, but friends
may call at the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home at a




NEW! Advertisers know the word has impact.
Almost magic appeal. A new service or product
signifies, or at least implies new knowledge has been
acquired. It is more abundant in our life time than in
any previous era in history. Take for example the
acquired in transmission of sight and sound
in T. V., computerized information instantly available,
the knowledge acquired in the landing of man on the
moon, etc.
Smooth and fluent phrases lead .people to believe
man's knowledge in many things will make all things
possible. Nothing seems impossible. Yet, with all this
acquisition of knowledge, perilot4 problems of per-
sonal, family and social nature have increased. Per-
sonal discontent and unhappiness out-matches
satisfaction and happiness for many people throughout -
the world...Why?...The reason was given centuries ago
by Solomon when he wrote the last verse in Ec-
clesiastes: "For i;much wisdom is much grief; and he
that increaseth eknowledge increaseth sorrow"... The
Bible is right - again...
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 Soin5 .3rd
753.2411
Hal Perry Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
To Be At Brewers
Hal Perry of Benton Route
One, Brewers community,
died Saturday at 10:30 p.m. at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. fle was the
president of the Hal Perry
Construction Company,
president of the Mayfield
Shopping Plaza, and was
chairman of the Board of
Bank of Benton.
Mr. Perry was 80 years old
being born on August 3, 1897,
the son of the late Hamilton
Perry and the late Lucy
Chester Perry. He was a
lifelong iesident of the
Brewers Community; a
member of the Brewers
United Methodist Church
where he was a Sunday School
teacher for many years and a
member of the Official Board;
a member of the Committee of
One Hundred of Emory
University in Atlanta Georgia,
a Methodist Institution; and
was a "Preacher by Proxy" of
the Candler School of
Theology located there, by
reason of his many years of
support of its ministerial
students.
The deceased was a
member of the T.L. Jefferson
Masonic Lodge and Rizpah
Shrine Temple. He was a
member of the Century Club
of Murray State University
Hal Perry
and a past president of the
Bank of Benton and of the
Associated General Con-
tractors of West Kentucky.
Mr. Perry was best known
as a builder and general
contractor in Marshall County
and .West Kentucky having
begun this work more than
forty years ago with Bob
McWaters and growing over
the years to head the present
Hal Perry Construction
Company, Inc. Many well
known buildings in Benton and
West -Kentucky were con-
structed by Mr. Perry, in-
cluding most of the new
buildings at Murray State
University.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
ha York Perry, to whom he
was married on December 6,
1915; one son, William H.
Perry, and one daughter, Mrs.
Paul (Ruth) Creason, all of
Benton Route One, Brewers
community; one sister, Mrs.
Nell Crass, Brewers; seven
grandchildren, June Burnett,
Highland, Ill., Roger Perry,
Benton, Frances Jones, Sue
Conner, Paula Bruce, Richard
Perry, and Diane Perry, all of
Benton Route One. One
daughter, Linda Perry,
preceded him in death.
Funeral services will be
held at two p.m. on Tuesday at
the Brewers United Methodist
Church with the Rev. A. G.
Kesterson and the Rev. Don
Lawrence officiating.
Active pallbearers will be
Jerome Cox, Ronnie
McGehee,"Wayne Parker, R.
C. Riley, Carl W. Chester, and
Dr. Wendell Gordon.
Honorary pallbearers will be
the Directors of the Bank of
Benton and the employees of
the Hal Perry. Construction
Company.
Burial will follow in the
Brewers Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton, where friends may
call until eleven a.m. Tuesday
when the body will be taken to
the church to lie in state until
the funeral hour.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
Hal Perry Memorial Fund at
the Brewers United Methodist
'Church or to the American
Cancer Society.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
August n, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying stations
Fteceipts Act. 790 Est 400 Barrows &
Gilta mostly .50 higher Sows .50-1.00
higher
US 1-2 20)-230 lbs. .. $4$.75-46.00 few 46.25
US 1-3 3/0-2401bs I45.50-45.7S
US 2-4240-3601ka $44.75-45.50
US 3-4 350-21101bs $44004475
Sows
US I-22703501M 936.50-36.00
US 1-3 300-4501W $3450.3550
US14 4504501bs. ..... . $36.00-37.50
US 2.-3 300-500 Lbe 534 00-34 50
Boars 24.00-27 00
Schlesinger Thinks Oil Companies
John Cecil Beaman 
Dies Today With Will Accept New Energy Measure
Rites Wednesday
John Cecil'Beaman died this
morning at two o'clock at the
Calvert City Convalescent
Home. He was 91 years of age
and a former resident of
Sedalia and Mayfield.
Mr. Beaman was a retired
blacksmith and was a
member of the Lebanon
Church of Christ at Sedalia
Born April 15, 1886, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late John William
Beaman and Mary M. Wood
Beaman.
He is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Harry
(Christine) Williams, Boston.
Mass., and Mrs. Lester (Sue
Adams, Grand Blanc, Mich
four sons, Neil Beaman,
Mayfield, Buel Brown
Beaman, Evansville, Ind., and




The deceased was preceded
in death by two sisters, Mrs.
Al (Flora) Farless and Mrs.
Oscar (Cora) Jones, and two
brothers, Walter and Charlie
Beaman.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at elevemr
a.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. 0. D. McKendree
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Coldwater Church of
Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





At least seven persons died
in weekend traffic accidents
on Kentucky highways, state
police said, increasing the
state's- highway death toll to
579, compared with 573 during
the same period last year.
Police said Theresa M.
Bradshaw, 33, of Lebanon,
Ky., was killed Sunday
morning when she was
struck by a vehicle on
Kentucky 208 about six miles
south of Lebanon. The driver
fled the scene, police said.
Ricky Darrell Sneed, 19, of
Glasgow, Ky., was killed
Saturday night when his car
crossed the median onalthe
Cumberland Parkway seven
miles west of Glasgow and
collided with another car,
police said. Four persons in
the other car were injured and
taken to hospitals in Glasgow
and Bowling Green."
Louisville Police said
Marcella Ross, 61, of
Louisville, was killed
Saturday when the car in
which she was a passenger
struck a utility pole in
Louisville.
Joseph Blankenship, 14, of
Liberty was killed Saturday
after a 10 mile chase at speeds
up to 120 miles an hour after a
state trooper tried to stop him
near Danville for a minor
traffic offense.
Blankenship lost control of
his car at the junction of U.S.
150 ahd U.S. 27 in Stanford,
and the vehicle struck a tree,
police said.
A passenger in the
Blankenship,auto, 15-year-old
Dale Bradley of 0live Hill,
Ky., was listed in critical
condition at a Lexington
hospital.
Jerold C. Shepherd, 37, of
Louisville, was killed
Saturday morning when his
motorcycle crashed into a
guardrail on an overpass on I-
264 (Watterson Expressway)
in Louisville, police said.
Bert K. Porter, 27, of Olive
Hill, Ky., was killed Saturday
morning when his car ran off
Kentucky 504 in Elliott
County, some 13 miles south of
Sandy Hook.
Police said George A. Bryan
Jr., 26, of Rineyville, Ky. was.
killed Friday night when his
car collided with another
vehicle on Kentucky 1982 in
Hardin County, about one mile
south of Vine Grove.
•
American anthropol wgist
Ruth Benedict didn't enter the
field until her mid-30s her ear-
ly years were spent In the
hinnanities and in experiments
in biography ahd poetry
WASHINGTON (AP) — No matter
how much profit petroleum companies
make, says, Enede Secretary James
Schlesinger, they always want more,
and they don't really need it.
But Sehlesinger says he thinks the
companies will accept the energy bill
passed by the House, even with its price
controls and taxes, rather than fight it
to a standstill in the Senate and be stuck
indefinitely with existing regulations.
In his first on-the-record interview
since taking office on Aug. 5,
Schlesinger said the prices allowed by
the bill offer petroleum companies
adequate incentives to produce more oil
and gas, and higher prices would risk
generating excess profits for company
stockholders.
"Greed, of course, is an unflattering
term," Schlesinger said in answer to a
question about the companies'
intentions.
"But if one employs it, one must
recognize that greed is the virtue that
drives the free enterprise system, the
KEA. • •
( Continued From Page One)
In average salary of
teachers the state Ostimate for
1st year was $10,950 annually,
which placed it in 38th place.
The national average is
estimated at $13,297, Whaley
said.
KEA President Wayne
Harvey said larger per pupil
spending levels from all
sources in the 1976-77 school
year may move Kentucky
higher on the effort scale when
new statistics are received
next year.
Tornado...
(Continued From Page One
Although there were no
reports of missing persons,
several officials said they
believed it likely that more
dead would be found in the
waters of the lake or under
piles of rubble.
"There could be people still
out. in that water," said Fire
Chief Elred Myers. "There
was no way we could be sure if
anyone was there or not."
State troopers and sheriff's
deputies fought their way with
trucks and ambulances past
scores of gawkers who
clogged the two access roads
to the small vacation
community. Some of the
injured were taken to
hospitals in vans because
there were not enough
ambulances available.
"There was debris all over
the place," said Jim Russell, a
volunteer fireman. "There
were -hurt people. People just
looking for someone to tell
them what to do. There was
propane gas all over the place.
The tanks were blown off their
pedestals. A lot of places were
so flat there was just no way I
could get inside those trailers
and campers to see if anyone
was there."
desire to acquire substantial profits."
As the nation's first secretary of
energy, Schlesinger also said he will(
take a close look at the jacking up of
world uranium prices by an
international cartel, and the possible
involvement of U. S. energy companies.
On another subject, he said the
Carter administration may favor an
overland pipeline throligh Canada for
Alaskan natural gas if it would be
cheaper for U.S. consumers than a
pipeline through Alaska that would
require costly tanker shipments to the
West Coast. U.S. and Canadian
representatives are discussing the
pipeline question.
Schlesinger said he may enter
negotiations with Canada in time to
permit a policy recommendation by
President Carter soon after Congress
reconvenes next Sept. 7.
In the interview, cor—Tlucted for an
hour and a half last Friday in his White
House office, Schlesinger also:
—Left the door open for
One difficulty in
comparisons with-other states
is that the Kentucky
legislature meets in even





elsewhere generally are out of
synchronization with
Kentucky.
In one category this state
was No. 1 in the nation:
percentage of increase for
average teacher salaries.
Harvey said the 12.4 per
cent increase should be a
...matter of pride for all.
But he added that "we have
been so far behind in paying
our classroom teachers . . .
that the only way to get there
is to continue to make jumps
of that kind."
The KEA said figures on per
capita expenditures of state
and local governments show
Kentucky in 24th place for
highways, 25th for public
welfare, 29th for higher
education and 47th for local
schools.
Those figures are • for the
1974-75 school year.
The figures also show that
most money for education in
Kentucky comes from state
government-58 per cent.
Another statistic in the KEA
research publication shows
Kentucky has the 13th highest
pupil-teacher ratio in the
nation.
It had 21.6 pupils enrolled
per teacher in elementary and
secondary schools in the fall of
1975. The national average
was 20.4 students.
Harvey said the KEA's 1978
legislative program aims to
achieve school support levels
at least equal to the average




administration consideration of a
proposal to allow petroleum companies
some higher profits to be "plowed
back" into further energy
development.
—Said the Carter administration will
not try to keep oil and gas companies
from moving into coal, uranium and
other energy resources, at least for the
present.
—Said Carter's effort to discourage
the spread of nuclear fuel technology
that could be used for nuclear weapons
has had "partial success," achieving
international agreement to work on the
problem.
In discussing petroleum industry
hopes for the energy bill pending in the
Senate, Schlesinger said:
"Whatever we had proposed, I thiraN.
one might anticipate that industry
would have asked for more.
"Even if we had gone immediately to
world oil prices for all oil, there
probably would have been a desire for
subsidy of some sort or another."
Coffee Prices Start
Downward Trend
Drop by drop, coffee prices
have started coming down.
Supermarkets say sales of the
brew are gradually picking up
again, although consumers
still seem reluctant to buy.
An Associated Press spot
survey showed the price of a
pound of coffee is generally
about $3.50, down from a high
of $4 and 'more in some places
in March and April. In a few
cities, where prices topped $5
a' pound, current levels are
still around $4. •
Edward Maron of Ralphs,
an 82-outlet chain in the Los
Angeles area, said the stores
ran an ad recently advertising
lower coffee price — $3.49 a
pound, 47 per cent higher than
the $2.38 level of January, but
13 per cent below the mid-
April price of $3.99.
It was the store's first coffee
promotion this year and
Maron said sales increased
slightly. "There is still a
supply and demand problem,"
he said. "I don't think it's as
severe as it was six months
ago, but it's still with us.
We're now in a kind of holding
pattern."
Store spokesmen in Atlanta
said sales dropped about 20 to
25 per cent in the first half of
the year. Recent coffee
promotions helped slightly,
but sales remain sluggish.
"We feel that one reason
customers are not buying
right now is that they're using
- up what we call ̀ pantry stuff'
in anticipation of lower prices
to come," said Arthur Levitt,
coffee buyer for Alterman
Brothers, operators of the
area's Big Apple chain.
A spokesman for a large
chain in the Kansas City area
said he didn't think sales
would ever return to normal.
"It's still not cheap," he said,
when asked about coffee. "As
time goes on. I think they're
going to lose coffee drinkers."
Corwyn Wilke of Falley's,
an independent retailer in
Topeka, Kan., said a pound of
coffee is selling for $3.79, down
from a high of $4.49. He said
customers seemed to buy only
when coffee was on sale.
Retail prices generally have
decreased by a smaller
margin than wholesale ones
mainly because the
supermarket prices rose more
slowly as stores sold coffee at
a loss to draw customers.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest al
noon today hrnished to the L=s&
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as
Indus. Av -121
Airco 
Am. Motors 37k me
Ashland Oil 31% -%
AT&T. 63 +46
Fort! Motor   42 +%
Gen. Dynamics 57% Ai
Can. Motors 65% Al
Gen. Ilre 24%
Goodrich 24% unc
Gulf Oil 27% 44
Pennwalt 34% +%
Quaker Oats 20% me
Republic Steel 22% +44
Singer Mfg. 24% -14
Tappan 
Western Union 19% 'sic
Zenith Radio 20% -44
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Mw-ray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc 23% unc
McDonald. Corp 49%. +1%
Ponderosa Systems 12% +
Kimberly Clark 45% 'sic
Union Carbide 46% +%
W.R. Grace 25% AS
Texaco V. -%
General Elec. 54% -%
GAF Corp 9% unc
Georgia Pacific 25% Ail
Pfizer 26k•
Jim Walters 25% .44
Kirsch  171.4 mc
Disney 11 +1%
Franklin Nfmt 9% 'sic
Z
•41.# Idle Dollars
In A Checking Account
Earn You Nothing!
Your money can earn 51/4% compounded daily - from date of deposit to
the date of withdrawal - for an effective yield of 5.39%
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